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The Historical Collections Division (HCD) of the Offce of Information Management 
Services is responsible for executing the CIA’s Historical Review Program. This program 
seeks to identify, collect, and review for possible release to the public signifcant 
historical information. The mission of HCD is to: 

Provide an accurate, objective understanding of the information and intelligence •	 
that has helped shape the foundation of major US policy decisions. 

•	 Improve access to lessons learned, presenting historical material to emphasize the 
scope and context of past actions. 

Improve current decision-making and analysis by facilitating reflection on the •	 
impacts and effects arising from past decisions. 

Uphold Agency leadership commitments to openness, while protecting the •	 
national security interests of the US. 

•	 Provide the American public with valuable insight into the workings of their Government. 

The History Staff in the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence fosters understanding 
of the Agency’s history and its relationship to today’s intelligence challenges by 
communicating instructive historical insights to the CIA workforce, other US Government 
agencies, and the public. CIA historians research topics on all aspects of Agency 
activities and disseminate their knowledge through publications, courses, briefngs, and 
Web-based products. They also work with other Intelligence Community historians on 
publication and education projects that highlight interagency approaches to intelligence 
issues. Lastly, the CIA History Staff conducts an ambitious program of oral history 
interviews that are invaluable for preserving institutional memories that are not 
captured in the documentary record. 

 

 

        

             

 

         
          

 

 

        

 

 
          

 
 

           
          

 
 
 
 

 

The Weapons Intelligence, Nonproliferation, and Arms Control Center (WINPAC) 
is the Directorate of Intelligence’s focal point for analysis and policy support on 
foreign weapons and technology, nonproliferation, and arms control-related issues. 
WINPAC’s areas of responsibility include: 

The production of all-source intelligence relating to the threat of foreign strategic •	 
weapons, to include nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (WMD); missile 
and space systems; and emerging conventional threats and countermeasures. 

Monitoring compliance to arms control, nonproliferation, and threat reduction •	 
regimes; support to treaty negotiation and implementation; strategic interdiction 
of WMD-related networks. 

Collection programs and specialized signals intelligence analyses.•	 

WINPAC and—to a lesser extent—the Offce of Transnational Issues now embrace 
much of what was in the Offce of Scientifc Intelligence when it and the Offce of 
Weapons Intelligence were merged in 1980. 

The Directorate of Science and Technology (DS&T) is the Central Intelligence Agency’s 
lead component for tackling technical challenges. The Directorate history can be 
traced back to the years 1954 through 1962 when the U-2 program was conceived 
and the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) consolidated the scientifc and technical 
talents of the CIA. DS&T offces create and apply innovative technology to meet intel-
ligence needs. The Directorate’s work ranges from exploratory research to the design, 
development, and operation of specialized intelligence systems, both large and small. 
The Directorate is actively engaged in every collection discipline: imagery intelligence 
(IMINT), signals intelligence (SIGINT), human sources intelligence (HUMINT), and 
measurement and signature intelligence (MASINT). By providing critical technology 
and technical know-how, it also supports all phases of the intelligence process, from 
collection through analysis and dissemination of the intelligence product. 



          

 

                        
                      

                      

         
 

         
 
 

          
 

         
  

  
         

  
        

 
      

  

          
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

         

 
 

4 THE ORIGINAL WIZARDS OF LANGLEY 5 

T H E  O F F I C E  O F  S C I E N T I F I C  I N T E L L I G E N C E :  WA G I N G  A N D  W I N N I N G  T H E  C O L D  WA R  

This overview and collection of documents and other material related to the Offce of 

Scientifc Intelligence (OSI) offer a glimpse of CIA’s overall contribution to the analysis 

of Soviet capabilities in science and technology during the Cold War. It is by no means 

intended to be defnitive, or even complete, with respect to all the activities associated 

with the Agency’s scientifc and technological capabilities, analysis, and resulting reporting. 

It does, however, highlight some key events and selected activities that contribute to our 

understanding of the unique role OSI played in the Agency’s history.1 

1 This overview is excerpted in large part from Clarence E. Smith’s essay on CIA’s Analysis of Soviet Science and Technology in Watching the 
Bear: Essays on CIA’s Analysis of the Soviet Union, published in 1996. “Smitty” was a long-time career analyst and manager in the Defensive 
Systems Division of the Offce of Scientifc Intelligence, who later served as a senior manager in the Intelligence Community Staff as the Vice 
Chairman of the Committee on Imagery Requirements and Exploitation and as a Special Assistant to the Director of Central Intelligence. 

OVERVIEW OF THE OFFICE OF 
SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE 

The period following World War II saw unparalleled growth in tech-
nological developments, and nowhere was this truer than in the 
East-West competition during the Cold War. New and technological 
capabilities on both sides offered opportunities for new weapons and 
new collection techniques. The prospect of new Soviet capabilities led 
US policymakers to demand that we understand not only the new 
technologies (for our own purposes) but also the extent and nature of 
Soviet capabilities. Urgent new collection requirements necessitated 
new, more sophisticated means of collection, which in turn required 
new technical analysis techniques and capabilities. The data acquired 
by these new collection systems often helped clarify gaps in our intel-
ligence. Thus, the need for scientifc and technical intelligence on 
the Soviet Union generated a whole new set of requirements for new 
sources and methods, many of which remain current today. 

With this as background, it is clear that the development of technical 
intelligence capabilities at CIA2 led to signifcant successes in the 
analysis of Soviet S&T capabilities. A corollary to this development 

2 Technical intelligence (including collection, processing, and analysis)—as a new, distinct disci-
pline—was not unique to CIA. It was integral to the Intelligence Community as a whole, as well as to 
the military services, nonintelligence elements of the Department of Defense, other federal govern-
ment agencies, and related private-sector entities. 

was that it led to major bureaucratic and organizational changes within 
CIA and the wider Intelligence Community. The major expansion of 
CIA’s technical intelligence capabilities provided unique advantages 
to the United States and its allies in waging and winning the Cold War. 

T H E  N E E D  F O R  S & T  I N T E L L I G E N C E  

The emergence of the Cold War accelerated the development of ever 
more technically advanced weapons and generated early recognition of 
the need for additional technical intelligence. For US policymakers this 
meant obtaining data on Soviet weapons developments and operational 
concepts, identifying important new systems and, most important, de-
veloping the technical means for collecting and processing such data. 

US intelligence on Soviet nuclear weapons development played an 
especially important role in the initial extension of technical intel-
ligence into the Cold War. In this regard, the transfer of the Manhattan 
Project intelligence group from the Department of State to the new 



 
         

 

          

       
        

        

 

 
        

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

           

       
 

 
 

 
        

 
 
 

 

 

          
 

 
  

 
 

        
 
 

          
 
 

         
        

  

        
       

 
 
 

        
        

 
        

 
 
 

         

 
 

       

 

 
 

       
         

 
        

          
 

 

  

CIA enabled the Agency to build its scientifc and technical intelligence 
capabilities. The complexity of the technical structure of the Soviet 
nuclear weapons development program and the many distinctive 
observables associated with it provided a classic technical intel-
ligence challenge to US analysts. In particular, the Soviet program 
demanded technical data that could be obtained only by new 
collection techniques. 

By the 1950s, it was clear that the USSR possessed both nuclear 
weapons and the means of long-range delivery. But key questions 
remained for US policymakers. How far advanced and how effective 
were these capabilities? Could they be used against the continental 
United States as well as its allies? The answers to these questions 
were fundamental to US strategic deterrence. 

Technical intelligence was the primary tool US offcials used to 
address these questions. Because the USSR, Eastern Europe, and 
China were “denied areas,” they posed diffcult challenges to tradi-
tional forms of human and military reconnaissance collection. These 
countries were highly effcient police states that severely restricted 
internal movement and contacts with foreigners; they also had effective, 
modern air defenses. This meant traditional means of espionage and 
reconnaissance were limited in providing the needed information, much 
less access, by the West to Soviet Bloc weapons designers and remote 
test sites. 

To counter this, CIA and the Intelligence Community developed new 
and innovative collection approaches, including overhead systems to 
collect images. These new systems allowed US analysts to discover 
the physical characteristics and locations of weapons, test ranges, 
operational sites, and support structures. Signals intelligence 
(SIGINT) collectors in these new systems eavesdropped on military 
exercises and administrative communications. Telemetry collectors 
intercepted and recorded the instrumentation signals transmitted by 
weapons undergoing tests; blast-detection sensors assessed the power 
of a detonation. Signal and power collectors measured emitter speci-
fcations, and there were a host of other collection techniques. S&T 
collection assets were deployed, both in the air and in space, under 
sea, and on the periphery of the USSR and were placed clandestinely 
within the USSR itself. 

The lack of hard intelligence facts and having few human intelligence 
resources within the Soviet Bloc were the key drivers in developing both 
US aircraft and satellite imaging and signals intelligence collection 
systems. In addition to the actual technical collection, however, there 
was a parallel development in the analytical feld as US analysts sought 
to make sense of the raw data. The challenge to the Intelligence 
Community was not only to create new collection methods but also to 

be able to derive useful information from the resultant data. The CIA’s 
Offce of Scientifc Intelligence, and later the Directorate of Science 
and Technology (DS&T), was in the forefront of the development 
of both the new technical intelligence collection systems and the 
expanded analytical capabilities. 

The intelligence reports and estimates included in this collection 
cover the period from the early 1950s through the mid- to late 
1960s, and the effect of advancements in technical collection and 
analysis is readily apparent. There were no disagreements within 
the Intelligence Community on Soviet capabilities as surveyed in 
National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 11-5-59, Soviet Capabilities 
in Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles, but by October 1964 (in 
NIE 11-8-64) debates had emerged over both the capabilities and 
the number of deployed sites for Soviet intercontinental ballistic 
missiles (ICBMs). These disagreements primarily resulted from 
having more data which meant more opportunities to have different 
interpretations of the available information. Similarly, in the defen-
sive missile area, Intelligence Community analysts using the same 
data now disagreed in NIE 11-3-65 over whether and how the 
Soviets were upgrading their surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). These 
strategic offensive and defensive missile concerns stayed in the 
forefront of the intelligence debate well into the 1970s. 

S C I E N T I F I C  A N D  T E C H N I C A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E  I S S U E S  

In the course of the Cold War, any number of issues arose that 
had to be addressed urgently by means of technical intelligence. 
In time, OSI and the Intelligence Community at large acquired an 
infrastructure of techniques, tools, facilities, and technical special-
ists that was able to respond to new questions as they arose. Some 
of the key issues are not surprising: 

•	 Soviet nuclear weapons developments dominated in the early 
years, shifting later to matters of weapons and material inventories, 
compliance with testing agreements, and the transfer of nuclear 
technology to potential proliferators. 

•	 Soviet ballistic missile development and deployment stayed high 
on the priority list throughout, but also underwent many changes 
of focus--counting numbers, determining characteristics, and 
monitoring for compliance with arms control agreements. 

•	 The Soviet space challenge began with a burst of publicity and 
quickly became a matter of US military concern but did not 
materialize as a real threat issue. 

•	 Soviet air defenses, antiballistic missile (ABM), and SAM missile 
upgrades became entangled with one another throughout the period, 
producing great concern and posing one of the most severe 
challenges to US technical intelligence. 

•	 Chemical and biological warfare concerns emerged (and continue 
to this day), plagued by uncertainties and posing extraordinarily 
diffcult intelligence problems, primarily because of the type 
of collection access required. 

•	 Arms-control monitoring emerged as a highly defned issue and 
intelligence problem with the early nuclear weapons testing 
agreements and leapt to the forefront with the negotiation and 
conclusion of agreements with the Soviets covering reduction 
of arms and forces and qualitative constraints. 

Two other issues that generated attention were (1) the assessments of 
existing and emerging Soviet scientifc and technical capabilities (such 
as stealth and supercomputers), and (2) the detailed characterization 
of the Soviet research and development cycle that led to the felding of 
advanced (and sometimes unexpected) Soviet weaponry, achievements 
in space, or scientifc breakthroughs. 

T H E  B I R T H  O F  O S I  

As early as 1946, when the Cewntral Intelligence Group (CIG) was 
established, the need for scientifc intelligence was recognized. Its 
importance was further emphasized in the 1948 report of the Eberstadt 
Task Force of the Hoover Commission, which stressed the likely over-
riding importance of scientifc and technical intelligence and the need 
for a central authority responsible for assimilating all scientifc infor-
mation from abroad as well as competent to estimate its signifcance. 
The report concluded that “failure to properly appraise the extent of 
scientifc developments in enemy countries may have more immedi-
ate and catastrophic consequences than failure in any other feld of 
intelligence.”3 Recognizing the importance of scientifc and technical 
intelligence, CIA on 31 December 1948 created the Offce of Scientifc 
Intelligence (OSI), an organization that brought together the collectors 
and the processors of intelligence information. 

Concern that other countries might develop nuclear weapons and 
an awareness that advanced knowledge was the only practical 
shield against a surprise attack fed a sense of urgency among US 
policymakers. Concern extended to biological and chemical warfare 
and to the likely development of guided missiles, which would in-
crease the danger of surprise attack on the continental United States. 
Despite such concern, little real progress took place until President 
Harry Truman’s 23 September 1949 announcement of the frst Soviet 
nuclear explosion. The next month the Director of Central Intelligence 
(DCI) created the Scientifc Intelligence Committee (SIC) to coordinate 
the entire US scientifc intelligence effort. 

3 Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States: Emergence of the Intelligence Es-
tablishment, 1945-1950 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Offce, 1996), p. 1012. 
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The required coordination, however, did not come easily. CIA chaired 
this new committee, charged with responsibility for scientifc and 
technical intelligence, including all research and development up 
to the initiation of weapons systems series production. This concept 
was opposed by the US military, which sought to distinguish between 
basic scientifc capabilities and weapons systems applications and 
keep the latter to itself. 

There was some support for CIA’s having this responsibility even 
within the defense establishment itself, however. The Research and 
Development Board in the Department of Defense, for example, 
was extremely dissatisfed with the intelligence support it received 
from the military intelligence agencies and supported the SIC as its 
primary source of intelligence support. Because of OSI’s competence 
in Soviet nuclear capabilities, the military also accepted the Joint 
Atomic Energy Intelligence Committee (JAEIC) as a subcommittee of 
SIC, to be concerned with that subject exclusively. Shortly thereafter, 
other subcommittees were established on biological warfare, chemical 
warfare, electronics and guided missiles, and later on aircraft and 
antiaircraft weapons systems.4 

The services did not give up, however. During the early 1950s, 
there was a long struggle within the SIC between its military and 
civilian members: Army-Navy-Air Force versus CIA-State-Atomic Energy 
Commission. In August 1952, the original directive establishing 
SIC (OSI’s lifeline) was rescinded. A new directive dissolved the 
SIC and all of its subcommittees except the JAEIC. It was retained 
as a subcommittee of the interdepartmental Intelligence Advisory 
Committee itself. The intelligence agencies of the Department of 
Defense were given primary intelligence production responsibility 
with regard to weapons, weapon systems, and military equipment 
and techniques, including intelligence on related scientifc research 
and development. The new directive assigned to CIA’s OSI primary 
responsibility for scientifc research in general, fundamental research 
in the basic sciences, and medicine (other than military medicine). 
The Defense Department agencies as well as CIA were now given 
responsibility for atomic energy intelligence, the original basis for 
CIA’s scientifc and technical effort. 

The new directive had a negative impact on the morale of OSI. In 
reaction, it began to devote less attention and energy to asserting CIA’s 
authority to coordinate scientifc intelligence and more to developing 
its own capabilities for research in all felds of scientifc intelligence, 
including weapon systems development in anticipation of a day when 
a new DCI would value such independent capabilities. 

4 Several noted scientists in the Boston area, involved in US weapons-system developments and 
very concerned about the lack of US intelligence on corresponding Soviet developments, approached 
CIA/OSI in late 1950 and offered to assist. This group included the men who became the frst three 
Presidential Scientifc Advisors: James Killian, George Kistiakowski, and Jerome Weisner. They con-
stituted what was known as the Boston Scientifc Advisory Panel and were very valuable to OSI. 
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While OSI refocused its efforts in the Directorate of Intelligence 

(DI), there was a similar growth in electronic intelligence (ELINT) 

collection capabilities within CIA’s Directorate of Plans, later to be 

known as the Directorate of Operations (DO). CIA’s ELINT efforts 

furthered its scientifc and technical credentials through the 1950s. 

With the advent of the U-2 and later technical collection programs, 

it continued to grow. By the time S&T activity was frst consolidated 

at CIA—in a Directorate of Research in 1962—there were well-

established organizational units dedicated to scientifc and technical 

intelligence in both the Directorate of Plans and OSI. 

C R E AT I N G  A  N E W  D I R E C T O R AT E  

It was the creation of CIA’s DS&T by DCI John McCone in 1963, 

however, that fnally brought together the key scientifc and tech-

nical functions from the DI, the DO, and the short-lived research 

directorate. From that point, true synergy began with respect to 

scientifc and technical collection and analysis at CIA. And it did 

so—with Albert (Bud) Wheelon as the Agency’s frst Deputy Director 

for Science and Technology (DDS&T)—at a moment in history when 

decisive action was required. 

A tremendous breadth of technical disciplines was drawn together 

in the new directorate. The DI’s OSI, concerned with basic scientifc 

research conducted by foreign countries, became a part, as did a 

computer services group from the DI. The Offce of ELINT (OEL), 

which had some of it origins in OSI, came from the Directorate of Plans. 

The Development Projects Division, which had been responsible for 

developing the U-2, the A-12 OXCART, and the CORONA overhead 

systems, now joined the new directorate as did the Offce of Research 

and Development, charged with applying new technologies to intelli-

gence, and the Foreign Missile and Space Analysis Center (FMSAC), 

a group established to monitor foreign missile and space programs. 

Wheelon did not merely create a new organization, however. The 

usefulness of the U-2 airborne reconnaissance program against the 

Soviet Union had ended in 1960 with the shootdown of Gary Powers, 

and new ways to gather intelligence over denied areas were needed. 

New intelligence technologies would have to meet the urgent require-

ment for reliable and comprehensive intelligence collection. The new 

DS&T was focused on tackling this challenge, and Wheelon became 

one of the earliest proponents of CIA’s participation in making greater 

use of outer space as a venue for future intelligence collection. 

Wheelon greatly enhanced CIA’s S&T capabilities with the integration 

of systems development, collection operations, data processing, 

and intelligence analysis. 

Throughout the rest of the Cold War there were bureaucratic ad-
justments in the S&T directorate refecting changing capabilities 
and requirements in order to integrate intelligence analysis better 
across multiple disciplines. OSI had spun off OEL in July 1962 and 
the FMSAC in November 1963. In November 1976 OSI and the Of-
fce of Weapons Intelligence (OWI)—which had been formed from 
FMSAC and the Defensive Systems Division of OSI in September 
1973—were transferred back to the DI from DS&T in order to have 
all fnished intelligence production under one Directorate, revers-
ing Bud Wheelon’s achievement in 1963 to secure all of CIA’s S&T 
intelligence functions in one Directorate. At the same time, the For-
eign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) and the National Photo-
graphic Interpretations Center (NPIC) were moved to the DS&T. 

The Offce of Scientifc Intelligence ceased to exist as an entity— 
after 31 years of service—when it and OWI were merged on 25 Feb-
ruary 1980 to form the Offce of Scientifc and Weapons Research 
(OSWR), which evolved into the current Weapons Intelligence Non-
Proliferation and Arms Control Center (WINPAC). 

C O L L E C T I N G ,  P R O C E S S I N G ,  A N D  A N A LY Z I N G  T H E  N E W  D AT A  

The overriding problem in the early years of technical intelligence 
was simply gaining access to information about Soviet facilities and 
activities. Because of the closed Soviet society and the extensive 
controls on movement and access, clandestine operations launched 
from outside the Soviet Union had a long history of being foiled. 

Nuclear issues dominated US concerns from the time of the Soviets’ 
frst atomic weapons test in 1949, but during the 1950s, new and 
somewhat different problems began to compete for US intelligence 
attention. These included Soviet bacteriological warfare and chemical 
warfare developments and Soviet aircraft and electronics innovations. 

In the early years, before hard intelligence on Soviet developments 
became available, US reports on a number of Soviet scientifc and 
technical subjects were simply derivative. For example, the basic 
data in a 12 October 1949 memorandum on Soviet capabilities 
in air-to-air guided missiles and related proximity fuses were only 
extrapolations of information on missiles that were under devel-
opment by the Germans. Once in operation, however, US technical 
intelligence could exploit technical data generated during the course 
of Soviet weapons development or manufacture. Such data appear in 
many portions of the electromagnetic spectrum (visual, radio and radar 
signals, infrared emanations, etc.), acoustic phenomena, nuclear radio-
activity, forensic samples, and material and actual equipment available 
for analysis. Each required a different kind of access ranging from 
actual physical presence in a laboratory or plant to detection from 
many thousands of miles distant from a specifc target. 

On the one hand, the United States would collect whatever it could 
with the access available so long as there was some hope that the 
collected data would shed light on the matter of concern. On the 
other hand, the nature of the data required would dictate the kind of 
access. The US focus was on Soviet air, space, naval, and defensive 
systems (although selected ground forces systems were sometimes 
assessed) and on sensors, nuclear weapons, and chemical/biological 
weapons. In time, it became apparent that to acquire all the key 
performance characteristics of any of these systems, we would need 
a suite of new intelligence collectors and analytic tools. 

Technical intelligence was the primary tool used to address these 
questions. The Intelligence Community was obliged to invent new 
and innovative approaches to collection via remote sensors, the 
most well-known of which were the U-2 and OXCART manned aircraft, 
ELINT (i.e., radar and FIS) operations, satellite imaging, and SIGINT 
systems. These systems revolutionized intelligence collection. 

Following the unique manned aircraft reconnaissance programs, 
satellite imagery provided the foundation whereby compliance with 
highly complex arms control provisions could be adjudged by even 
the most paranoid elements of national security establishments. 
It was quite an accomplishment. 

Other collection operations were mounted on the periphery of the 
Soviet Union. The Berlin tunnel is an early, somewhat bizarre 
example of a SIGINT collection operation. More important in the 
long run were facilities established close to Soviet borders so as 
to collect signals generated at installations (targeted by means of 
overhead imagery) within the USSR. Electronic collection aircraft 
few and ships sailed along the periphery for this same purpose. 

The CORONA program, the frst space-based reconnaissance pro-
gram, provided an intelligence windfall for several years before the 
Soviets took defensive measures against it. The Glomar Explorer, 
a ship built specifcally to raise a sunken Soviet submarine from 
the bottom of the Pacifc to salvage communications equipment 
and nuclear components, was a feat beyond the imagination of the 
Soviets until the story was disclosed in the US press. These are but 
two examples of a highly successful technical collection program. 

A signifcant and critical counterpart of technical collection was the 
ability to apply new analytical techniques to emerging collection 
capabilities such as telemetry and precision parametric measurements 
analysis from ELINT, as well as systems and processes to deal with flm 
and then digital satellite imagery. When Soviet designers few aircraft 
or missiles, they placed sensors on critical components and radioed 
their status to the ground so that analysis could identify problems in the 

THE ORIGINAL WIZARDS OF LANGLEY 

event of a fight failure. While the Soviet designer had the key to which 
sensors were being monitored by the hundreds of telemetry traces, US 
intelligence analyst had to unscramble them and make sense of the 
reading. The challenge to the US technical community was to deliver 
identifable, useable data. 

The wide distribution of collection system elements and the huge 
amounts of data collected required a system with the capacity to pass 
vast amounts of data, and containing data links able to ensure the 
security of the information carried, able to maintain connection with 
a range of collection platforms and data processing facilities, and able 
to serve a number of data recipients. The development of these links 
enabled the control of collection operations as well as the retrieval 
of the information collected. Getting the diverse sorts of data into 
a form suitable for interpretation and analysis depended on major 
advancements in computer technology. As collection systems became 
more capable, the need for speed and automated handling of over-
whelming quantities of information also became critical. Meeting this 
major technological challenge led over time to the ability of US analysts 
to support near-real-time delivery of data and reporting. 

Not all collection systems were developed and managed by CIA. 
Other parts of the Intelligence Community operated aircraft, satel-
lites, maritime resources, ground-collection sites, data links, and 
processing facilities. All of them tended to operate with some 
independence but did a remarkable job of delivering vast amounts 
of needed data in processed form to the many different US intelligence 
analysis and production organizations. 

A N A LY T I C  I S S U E S  A N D  C A P A B I L I T I E S  

By the late 1950s, the number and scope of major technical intel-
ligence challenges facing the Agency had grown immensely. Concerns 
emerged about Soviet technological advances, the testing of Soviet 
thermonuclear weapons and, increasingly, Soviet ballistic and defen-
sive missile developments and the Soviet space challenge. A primary 
response by OSI was to establish close relationships with contractors 
deeply involved in similar US programs, such as the Livermore and 
Sandia National Laboratories and various private corporations, notably 
TRW Incorporated. Each relationship entailed unique arrangements 
that allowed unusually broad access to intelligence information, wide 
contractor latitude in the defnition of studies performed, and the 
inclusion of a broad tutorial role for the contractors in enhancing the 
capabilities of OSI analysts. These connections played a large role in 
developing unique technical intelligence capabilities within OSI itself. 

OSI analysts of weapons systems, in addition to seeking help from 
the academic disciplines of science and engineering, had several 
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core capabilities that set them apart. They were subject-matter 
experts, thoroughly familiar with programs of the type they were 
to assess, such as radar, aircraft, ICBMs, or nuclear weapons. They 
maintained close ties to US industry and its research and development 
activities. Thus, when looking at new or unfamiliar Soviet programs, 
they could draw on overall US experience or on relevant Soviet 
experience and bring insights from US development processes for 
similar weapons capabilities. 

In addition, technical analysts were adept at team-research manage-
ment. Just as it took many collectors to provide data on a specifc 
Soviet system’s characteristics, it took many technical specialists 
to compile all of the characteristics for a single weapon system. In 
the case of the Moscow Anti-Ballistic Missile system, for example, 
dozens of analysts were involved in assessing acquisition and engage-
ment radars, interceptor vehicles, nuclear warheads, launchers, 
and command and control systems. Analysts had to be innovative 
and given to “out of the box” thinking as they confronted complex 
programs being developed by an adversary striving for technological 
surprises and also trying to not only minimize the information available 
to analysts but to mislead them if possible. 

The analytical issues addressed by the S&T encompassed the discov-
ery and assessment of hundreds of weapons and technology programs 
during the course of the Cold War. Many were controversial within 
the Intelligence Community, as four decades of declassifed NIEs 
illustrate. Here are some examples that give a sense of the variety 
of the topics and challenges Soviet developments provided OSI 
and other IC analysts: 

SS-8: Determining whether it was a new large missile or one smaller 
than the SS-6. 

SS-9 MIRV: Determining whether the multiple warheads on the 
SS-9 could be independently targeted, as well as the implications 
of a frst strike against the US missile deterrent. 

SS-18 throw-weight: Assessing to what extent the large throw-weight 
would allow payload fractionation (additional Multiple Independently 
Targetable Reentry Vehicles MIRVs) without reducing the counter-silo 
capabilities of a single MIRV. 

SS-NX-22: Determining the target-discrimination capability, reaction 
time and effectiveness of an advanced antiship missile intended for 
use against US surface combatants. 

Nuclear yields: Assessing the results of weapons tests and correlating 
the size and yield of the device with a strategic delivery system. 

SA-5 high-altitude capabilities: Determining whether unusual tests 
of the SA-5 portended an ABM capability. 

Range of the Backfre bomber: Determining the extent to which the 
Backfre presented a threat against the continental US. 

Alpha-class submarine: Assessing the capabilities of the world’s 
fastest and deepest diving new submarine. 

ASW detection technology: Determining the extent to which ship-
born acoustic sensors or bottom-laid arrays and their associated 
signal-processing capabilities would permit the location or tracking 
of US submarines. 

Soviet reconnaissance satellites: Determining the resolution capabilities 
of imaging satellite systems. 

BMEWS battle management capabilities: Analyzing whether the ballistic 
missile early warning radars being built on the periphery of the USSR 
possessed additional, sophisticated capabilities that might facilitate 
the accelerated deployment of a future ABM system. 

Analysts in the S&T were predominately focused on the qualitative 
aspects of Soviet strategic systems. Using an array of data from 
diverse technical collectors, human sources, and occasionally open 
sources, they would derive the capabilities of weapons and model 
them on computers. In modeling fight vehicles, for example, new 
data would be incorporated—the telemetry from a fight test or new 
external characteristics from photography—and the models refned 
until they conformed as closely to observed test results as possible. 
It became possible, for example, to run simulations of Soviet weapon 
system performance using data inputs collected from the Soviet’s 
weapons systems themselves. Eventually, high confdence statements 
about a system’s performance and limitations could be derived 
for use by US policymakers. 

S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

The development of the S&T intelligence efforts in OSI and later the 
DS&T and the DI produced a remarkable change in collection and 
analysis procedures. CIA gradually developed the organization, 
capabilities, and talent to identify the intelligence questions that had 
to be answered, to establish the data essential to answering these 
questions, to defne ways to capture the data, and to process the data 
so that analysts could have hard facts in helping them resolve the 
problem at hand. Developing these capabilities constituted CIA’s great-
est contribution to US understanding of Soviet technical capabilities. 

Without diminishing the contributions of the National Security Agency, 
the military services or the national laboratories, two developments 
that can be credited primarily to CIA’s OSI and DS&T were of seminal 
importance to the assessment of the Soviet strategic threat. The frst 
is the creation of both airborne imagery collectors and space-based 
imaging satellites. The second is the art of signals analysis (specif-
cally radar systems emissions and FIS). Both were critical to addressing 
policymaker questions of how many, how capable, and where located. 
Ultimately, they made arms control agreements feasible. 

First, the U-2 photography, then satellite imagery provided suffcient 
breadth of coverage to locate and count Soviet strike forces with 
relatively high confdence. Data from imaging satellites provided 
the basic order-of-battle inputs for the calculus of deterrence, the 
fundamental military strategy used by the United States during the 
Cold War. As flm-return satellite systems were phased out and near-
real-time systems introduced, the United States became increasingly 
confdent of its ability to discern major Soviet military buildups and 
to give warning to policymakers and US commands. The ability of the 
United States to minimize the likelihood of the Soviets inficting a 
“Pearl Harbor” brought with it an era of international stability despite 
the large numbers of nuclear weapons possessed by both sides. Thus, 
major strategic rivals armed with vast nuclear capabilities were able 
to coexist--in confict without combat--during half a century of political 
and economic competition. 

Telemetry and performance-measurement analysis is an arcane art 
form, and nowhere was it practiced more imaginatively than in OSI. 
It was the most productive of the sources needed to assess the 
qualitative capabilities of aerospace vehicles. The Soviets never 
understood the extent to which OSI excelled at this. As a result, 
from performance data collected on a wide array of fight systems 
came the analysis of range, fuel utilization, maneuverability, throw 
weight, MIRV potential, and other answers to the question of “how 
capable.” The results were used to design US countermeasures, to 
calculate deterrence in qualitative and not just numerical terms, 
and to construct the qualitative constraints of arms limitation proposals. 

In general, it can be said that OSI’s contributions in producing intel-
ligence on Soviet technical capabilities and programs came not just 
in the form of reports on those topics but, more important, in provid-
ing leadership in building and operating the range of capabilities that 
enabled such reporting. Most of the critical questions regarding Soviet 
systems were answered. CIA contributions were successful enough to 
enable the negotiation of strategic arms limitations relying heavily on 
the US Intelligence Community to monitor compliance with their 
provisions. The trust of the national security elements of the US 
government in the ability of the Intelligence Community to do this 
job is a testament to the value of the contribution it made. 

CIA/OSI deserves much credit, not only for what it learned about what 
the Soviets were doing but, perhaps more important, for putting in place 
a key national asset of integrated scientifc and technical intelligence 
collection and analysis. This is not to imply that CIA’s success was 
achieved in isolation. It could not have been done without the support 
and cooperation of the military services, other government agencies, 
and industry. CIA’s early partnership with the US Air Force was especially 
important in this regard and set a precedent for later cooperation. 

THE ORIGINAL WIZARDS OF LANGLEY 

FootNotES :  

[1] The term S&T is used when referring to scientifc and technical 
intelligence, or capabilities associated with its collection or analysis, 
whether CIA’s or elsewhere in the US Intelligence Community. S&T, 
even at CIA, was accomplished in many organizational elements, not 
only within what we know as the Directorate of Science and Tech-
nology. Many of the CIA’s reports on Soviet S&T capabilities remain 
classifed because sensitive collection methods and analytical tech-
niques could damage current national security interests. Thus, more 
than with political, military, and economic intelligence issues, CIA’s 
scientifc and technical analysis available for scrutiny is included 
primarily in broader National Intelligence Estimates. Nevertheless, 
there is suffcient information available to support the conclusions 
of this overview. That said, this paper draws more on inference and 
personal insight than is the case in other disciplines. 
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TrailblazersAIC

01.23.47 1947 09.18.47 
Scientifc Intelligence Branch created in the 

Offce of Research and Evaluation/Central 
Intelligence Group 

01.01.52 
Directorate of Intelligence established 

1953 
Soviet Union explodes its frst hydrogen device 

07.04.56 
First U-2 mission over USSR 

07.21.59 
First NIE published on Soviet S&T 

05.01.60 
Gary Powers U-2 shot down over USSR 

08.1960 
First photo-reconnaissance satellite launched 

03.08.63 
PFIAB recommends top 

priority for S&T intelligence 

06.15.63 
SCOVILLE resigns; D/OSI WHEELON 

takes over as DD/R 

08.05.63 
DDS&T formed; WHEELON becomes DD/S&T 

08.22.63 
OSI moved from the DI to DDS&T 

10.01.63 
Don CHAMBERLAIN named D/OSI 

11.07.63 
Carl DUCKETT becomes Deputy Asst 

Director of OSI for Collection and C/GMAIC 

11.07.63 
FMSAC established in DDS&T; 
Duckett named Chief, FMSAC 

06.01.76 
Carl Duckett takes medical retirement; 

Les DIRKS becomes DDS&T 

Zellmer named ADDS&T 
Sayre STEVENS becomes DDI 

11.22.76 
OSI and OWI moved back 
to the DI from the DS&T 

CIA offcially created 

01.01.49 
OSI established; created from the ORE’s 
SIB and the Nuclear Energy Group/Offce 
of Special Operations 

08.28.49 
Soviet Union explodes its frst atomic bomb 

08.08.55 
Herbert SCOVILLE named Assistant Director 
for Scientifc Intelligence (AD/SI) and D/OSI 

08.01.57 
Soviets test their frst ICBM 

10.04.57 
SPUTNIK-1 launched 

10.16.64 
China explodes its frst nuclear device 

09.26.66 
WHEELON leaves; Duckett 
becomes acting DDS&T 

01.06.75 
Ernest (Zeke) ZELLMER named D/OWI 

01.12.80 
Karl WEBER retires; 
Herbert ROTHENBERG named acting D/OSI 

02.25.80 
OSWR formed from merger of OSI and OWI; 
OSI no longer exists after 31 years 

11.1988 
New Headquarters Building opens 

02.19.62 
Directorate of Research created, 
SCOVILLE leaves OSI, becomes DD/R 

06.04.62 
Albert D (‘Bud’) WHEELON 
becomes AD/SI, D/OSI 

10.1962 
Cuban Missile Crisis 

09.04.73 
OWI formed from merger of FMSAC 
and OSI/Defensive Systems Division 

09.20.73 
Karl H. WEBER named Director, OSI 

OSI TIM
ELINE 

09.18.97 
Of the 50 original CIA Trailblazers honored during the CIA's 50th 
Anniversary celebration, seven were former OSIers:  Bud Wheelon, 
Carl Duckett, Hank Lowenhaupt, Lloyd Lauderdale, Joseph Castillo,1997 Archie Roy Burks, and Leslie Dirks. 
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OEN!RAL ORDER 
NUMBER 13 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGEN'.:Y 
Washington, O,C. 

l . 'l'he revised organisation oharta now being distributed contil'll th• 
astablislullent of the Office of Scientitic Intelligence, replacing the Soi entitle 
Branch of the ottioe of Re1>0i-ts and Estiut♦11. 

2. Dr. Willard Machle has been appointed as Assistant Director for 
SoientUic Intelligence. 

R, H • H Il.LEIQ(OETTE!f 
Rear Admiral, USN 

Directer of Central Intelligence 
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General Order No, 13, dated- 31 December 1948, established the 
Office with an authorized Table ot Organization o-O This order 
establ1ehed O/SI: · 

"As the pri1118ry intelligence evaluation, analysis and production 
component ot CIA with exclusive responeibility tor the procluct~on 
and presentation of national scientific intelligence, 

•1. Prepares scientif ic intel ligence reports and 
estilllates designed to present and interpret the 
status, progress and significance of foreign 
scientific researoh and -developments •Bich affect 
the capabilities and potentials or all foreign 
nations, 

•2. Makes substantive r.eview ot basic scientific intelli•. 
gence produced by other agenciee and advises ORE on 
lt,a adequacy tor inclusion in th~ NatioMl lntelli- . 
gence Surve;y:a. · 

ff), Participates in the tornrulation of the National 
Scientific Intelligence Objectives. 

"4• Evaluates available scienti£ic intelligence infor
ution and intellipnce; assesses its adequacy, 
accurac7, and timeliness, and prepares reports ot 
such assessments for tbs guidance of collection, 
source -exploitation and·producing agenc1's to assure 
that all significant fields of scisntifio intelligence 
bearing on the National security are adequatel7 covered. 

•S, Fo?'llllllatea r equirements for the collection and 
exploitation of scientific intelligence data in 
order to insure receipt of materials necessary for 
1'1lfillment of production requirements, 

116, In collaboration with appropriate CIA componente and 
the IAC agencies, advises and aide in the develop
ment, coordination ancl.~xecution of the overall 

. plans and polici es tor inter-agency scientific 
intelligence production. • 

. . . . . ·' 
"'. SfCRHi 

y ' -~· 

. . 
000113 
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TOP SECRET 
[ __ ___, 

The Office of Scientific Intelligence, 1949-68 

I. Background 

WW II saw the first stirrings of U.S. intelligence 

interest in the scientific and technical capabilities 

of foreign countries. Largely under the impetus of 

German development of radar, missiles and diverse 

weapons-related technologies, the separate armed serv

ices and various co1111ittees of the Office of Scientific 

Research and Development (OSRD) became customers for 

scientific and technical intelligence on foreign 

activities. In these wartime years inforination on 

such subjects was most often obt"ained through combat 

intelligence and the exploitation oi captured materiel, 

with occasional assists from clandestine and intercept 

operations. British success in fathoming Gerinan secret 

weapons programs contributed to the awakening of 

interest in U,S, official circles. 

In the early 4Os, however, no discrete U.S. 

organization could be labeled an "office of scientific 

intelligence", Scientific and technical intelligence 

was more an offshoot of the interests of the research 

and development (R&D) elements than an entity in its 

own right, In rather distinct contrast, the British 

had an identifiable unit under Dr. R. V. Jones in the 

- 1 -
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Intelligence Branch, Air Ministry which played a 

major role in the wartime efforts against GerJ'Dall 

aircraft and secret weapons programs. 

One exception to this general state of affairs 

in the U,S, was a foreign intelligence· unit, the 

Foreign Intelligence Branch, in the Manhattan Engineering 

District (MED), the wartime agency under General 

Leslie Groves concer~ed with nuclear weapons develop

ment. It may be reca.lled that considerable fear was 

felt in some quarters, as the feasibility of nuclear 

weapons seemed increasingly assured, that the Germans 

might be carrying on a nuclear weapons program, It 

was reasoned that the early ezperi~ents on atomic 

fission bad been performed by Germana, notably the 

Nobel Pr1.ze winners Otto Hahn and Lisa. Meitner, and 

hence German understanding of the underlying principles 

of nuclea.r wea.pons was as great as ours. Attempts to 

esta.blish the existence of a. German progra.m through 

cla.nde■tine operations were not altogether reassuring. 

Anxiety continued throughout the war 1n the West and 

even into the fina1 stages of the war aga.inst Japan. 

At the close of the war, while the soul-searching 

into the· Pearl Harbor disa.ster wa.s taking place, the 

assets of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) were 

transferred in 1946 to an interim agency, the Central 

- 2 -
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Intelligence Group '(CIG), under the general surveil

lance of a National Intelligence Authority. This 

was the first attempt to consolidate and centralize 

the highest level inte.lligence functions of the U.S. 

Government . 

In CIG the analytical functions were centered 

in the Office of Research and Evaluation (ORE).• 

Under the persistent urging of the Joint Research and 

Development Board (JRDB),•• the peace-tillle successor 

to the OSRDI 

J Through an 
'----------------------' 

agreement between General Groves and General 

Hoyt s. Vandenberg, the Director of the CIG, the 

Foreign Intelligence Branch of MED was transferred to 

*The· office of Research and Evaluation, organized 
22 July 1946, was renamed the Office of Reports and Estimates 
on 27 October of the SIUIKI year. 

**Eventually an agreement, entitled "Program for 
JRDB-CIG cooperation in the field of scientific intel
ligence," was signed by Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg and 
Dr. Vannevar Bush on 10 January 1947. 'lbe agreement 
followed much discussion and investigation by JllDB. It 
was perhaps the first hl.gh-level recognition of the 
desirability of combining intelligence considerations 
with scientific and military factors iu the planning of 
weapons R&D in the u.s. 

- 3 -
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fBP SE£RET 

the CIG on 25 February 1947 and assi gned to the 
-----' 

by order of the 
---=====- - -----, 

[ DDCI on 28 March 1947, 

As might be qpected) l,as seriously b11111pered 

by lack of experienced personnel. OJ equal iJQPortance, 

it also lacked sources of information and there is 

evidence to suggest that its support from top manage

~ent was less tban vigorous. 

Despite these Shortcomings of th~ =-:]the JRDB 

persisted in its de11J,Dds for intelligence support 
• 

during 1946--47 and into early 1948 with(L _______ __, 

and Ralph L . Clark• as the two 1110st outspoken advocates. 

L_ 
- 4 -
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In it■ testimony before the Bberetadt Oomaitee of 

the Hoover eo-ission• in 19'8, the JllDB voiced 

its general dissatisfaction with the intelligence 

aupport it was receiving. Proapted by this view, 

which one can iaagine was presented with vigor by 

Dr. Bush (Cairiun, Rm) b&Cked up by Ralph Clark, 

the Eberstadt Oo-ittee in turn expres■ed its view 

as follows: 

"The Ooaaittee is particularly concern
ed over the nation'• inad9quaciee in the 
fields of aci&Dtifio and aedioal intelligence, 
There are difficulties peculiar to thia 
situation which the Comaittee haa not over
looked. Yet the vital importance of reliable 
and up-to-date scientific and medical infor
aation is such as to call for far greater 
effort■ than appear to have been devoted to 
this eaaential need in the put," 

Persistent JRt8 prodding of CIG and CIA may well have 

been the most 111,portant external pressure leading to 

the eventual establishment of OSI, 

With the paasqe of the National Security Act 

of 19'7 and the creation of the CIA, the heretofore 

uncertain responsibilities of the CIG gave way to the 

statutorily defined mission of a greatly strengthened 

and centralized intellicence service, the CIA. The 

C9Dge to a 110re encoapuaing role for CIA and the 

.: growing capabilities of the ailitary intell1gence 

• llore properly named the Co-ittee on the National 
Security Organization of the Coaaiasion on Reorganization 
of the Bxecutive Branch of the Government. 

-YOP SEGREJ _ 
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agencies prompted Admiral Hillenkoetter, who bad 

succeeded General Vandenberg, to ask Dr. Bush i n 

1948 whether the old JRil3-CIG agreement should 

not be supplanted. Bush's reply was both assent 

and complaint for he f elt that the Agency had never 

really begun to satisfy JRil3's needs . He agreed, 

however, in a letter of 26 March 1948 to set aside the 

forma l agreement . 

In particular, the coordinating and estimate 

producing functions of the new Agency were more 

firmly rooted and its resources greatly increased 

over those of the old. More or less concurrently, 

the period of uncertainty about the true intentions 

of the USSR and its threat to the U. S . ended . Doubts 

about the reality of a U.S. monopoly in nuclear 

weapons were fed by reports of Soviet i n terest in 

the advanced technology acquired from the Germans. 

There was an increasing sense of urgency about 

strengthening the U. S. i ntelligence posture . 

At about the sane time as the Eberstadt co-i ttee 

was making its review for the Hoover Commission in 

1948 another and separate review was being conducted 

tor the National Security Council (NSC) by a team 

consisting of All en W. Dulles , Wi llian H. Jackson, 

and Mathias F. Correa. The latter investigation 

- 6 -
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resulted in the so-called Dulles Report of l January 

1949 which bad this to say about scientific intel

ligence: 

"We believe tltat tltere is an obvious 
need for more centralization of scientific 
intelligence. Where centralization is not 
practical there should be the closest 
coordination among the existing agencies 
through the use o1 committees such as the 
present interdepartmental atomic energy 
intelligence co-i .. ~~ _,., -~ work~ ~o c1 n-
sul ta tion with the __ _ of 
the Offi~a -· ~ 'D. •a ons . • . • 
A strong! ~s a common 
service .. ..:~u-1n 'tlie Central . ntelligence Agency, 
would be the logical focal point for the 
coordination and appropriate centralization 
of scientific intelligence. There appears 
to be ~~id~:v reasa: [ ,or the segregation 
of the -=--~-=-~~~=-,.-J- within the Office 
of Spec a pera ons, an t would be~p~r~e~-=---- -
erable to reattach this Group to the [ · 

] even though some insulation may be 
e"C'e'S!ra:ry for security reasons."* 

"To fulfill its responsibilities a.s the 
chief analytical and evaluating unit for 
scientific intelligence, and consequently as 
the principal guide for collection, the Branch 
would have to be staffed by scientists of the 
highest qualifications. 'lfe appreciate that in 
such a Branch it would be illpossible to obtain 
a leading scientist for each of the aany seg
ments of scientific and technological intelligence, 

•We understand that since this report was written 
steps have been taken to create a separate Offire of 
S:e:t~:~: ~:~lligence which is to include the f ! <Author's Note: The foregoing sen ence 
w n to the Dulles Report. NSC approval of 
the portions of the Dulles Report dealing with the 
strengthening of scientific intelligence did not come 
until 7 July 1949. CIA -in the meantille had moved to 
establish OBI without waiting for NBC action.) 

- 7 -
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but we believe that a staff of moderate 
size and of high quality can cope with 
the nonaal research and evaluation, co
opting, where necessary, personnel from 
such organizations as the Research and 
Development Board and the At011.ic Energy 
C0111111ission." 

Under the impetus of the Hoover co-ission and 

Dulles reports, the pressure on CIA and the DOD to 

get on with scientific intelligence mounted. The 

way was paved for a stronger CIA scientific intel

ligence effort. 

II. Establishment of OSI and The Machle Period, 
1949-So 

A major reorganization of CIA took place in 

1948 under the tenure of the then DCI, Admiral 

Roscoe Hillenkoetter , The process of splitting up 

the former ORE, which contained political, economic, 

and scientific units, among others, was begun.• I 

!The activation date for OSI was 
L.....---------..J 

1 January 1949 . 

*In time not only OSI but also the Office of 
Research and Reports (economic, basic and geographic) , 
the Office of Coll ection and Dissemination (fore
runner of OCR), the Office of National Estimates, 
the Office of Current Intelligence, and the Office 
of Intelligence Coordination emerged. 

••see Annex I . 

- 8 -
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SOVIET BLOC CAPABILITIES THROUGH 1957 

THE PROBLEM 

To analyze the principal factors affecting Soviet Bloc capabiltties and to estimate 
'the probable deveiopment of those capabilities, through 1957. 

ASSUMPTION 

That there will not be general war within the period or this estimate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Developments within the USSR result
ing from the change in leadership may 
ultimately a.fleet Soviet Bloc capablli..tles, 
but so far the economic and military bases . 
of Soviet power are believed not to have ' 
been affected by Stalin's death. This 

• estimate, therefore, is based on the trends 
within the Soviet Bloc since 1945, and 
does not attempt to estimate whether, or 
to what extent, these trends may be af
fected by changes wit.hin the ruling 
group.' 

• The Special AJsl4tant, Inlelllcence, Depe.nmenl 
of S\ate, the AJsls\anL Chld of Stall', 0-2, Intel
ligence. DeporLment of the Army, .,,c1 Lhe Deputy 
OlrecLOr !or lntelllgence, The Joint Staa, belle•• 
that th14 .entence 1hould be replaced wllb Ille 
following: 

2. The rate of growth of the Soviet econ
omy will almost certainly remain higher 
than that of the US or any other major 
Western state. However, the output of 
the USSR will remain much lower than 
that or the US, and the output of· the en• 
tire Bloc will remain much lower than 
that of the NATO states. 

3. Bloc scientific and technical capabili• 
ties will continue to increase throughout 
the period of this estimate. However, the 
scientific assets (the number and quality 
or trained personnel, tacilltles, equip
ment, and financial support) of the US 
will remain greater than those of the 
USSR; and the assets of the West as a 
whole will remain far greater than those 
of the Bloc. 

It I• lmpo$Slble u yet LO .. 11male with conn
dence Whelhtr or not a prolonged alniggle tor 
Power amonc the new leader& wlU·develop dut• 
Ing Ibo period 19$3- 19$7. we believe, however, 
that If such a alruggle for power should develop, 
It would be confined LO the hlsher echelons of 
the Soviet Communl4t Party and Government 
and would probably not preclpll.ale open clj"/lnlct 
wllhln or between the armed tor!)U and aecwity 
Police, or ln.olve Ille -t popOlallon. We ti• 
Umate, C.htnrorc, that. Ute atabtut.7 or t.he rertme 
In the USSR i. unUkely LO be jeopo.rdlud by dlf• 
ferencCI that may develop amons lhe Sov~t 
leaden.. 

4. By mld-1957, the USSR may have a 
stockpile of from 335 to 1,000 atomic 
weapons (30- 100 kiloton yield).• Wet-~ 
have no evidence that thermonucLea.r , 
weapons are being developed by the \ 

• Tbe . csumat.cs beyond mld-1955 are ten\allve 
\ 

proJ«llons ot lhe esllmalel (or the earUtr years. 

TQP SEC:RWT I 
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USSR. Soviet research, development, 
and even field testing of thermonuclear 
reactions ba.,ed on the dlsclosures ot 
ruchs may take place by mld-1953. How
ever, It ls very unllkely that the USSR 
could test a full scale thermonuclear de
vice l>ased on th- disclosures before 
mid-1954. There is also a possibility that 
Soviet tleld tests based on independent re
search and d~velopment along other and 
advanced approaches to the thermonu
clear weapons problem might· occur by 
mld-1954. Testing of advanced models 
might be possible earlier 11 US develop
ments were known through espionage or 
other compromise. 

5. The USSR now has the capabillty seri
ously to disrupt Western long-range radio 
communications and navigation sys
tems.• Soviet capabilities in related elec
tronic fields Indicate that the USSR Is 
now capable of developing equipment for 
jamming frequencies up through SHF, 
and the USSR could produce such equip
ment by 1957. If such equipment were 
produced on a large scale and placed in 
operational use, it would probably con
stitute a threat to Western sbort,.range 
radio communications, navigation, and, 
to a lesser extent, bombing systems, un
less Western anti-jamming capabilities 
were Im proved. 

6. We estimate that the size • of Bloc 
forces-In-being . will not Increase ·sub
stantially by 1957. The emphasis in the 
program for Increasing Bloc mllitary 
strength will continue to be placed upon 
modernizing the arnied forces a.nd upon 

• I 
enlarging the atomic stockpile: 
~fflOre detailed lntonnauon. ate 8&-38. "So

,nei Bloc C&pablllUN and Probable Oou=s of 
Action In &leclrom,gnetle Warfare•• m April 
1953) . 

2 

7. We estimate that the Bloc now has the 
capability to undertake' concurrent 
large-scale operations in continental Eu
rope, the Middle East, and mainland 
Asia. The Bloc could reinforce with Chi
nese Communist and Soviet forces the 
Communist forces now in Korea, and at 
the same time undertake' an invasion of 
Japan by Soviet .forces. 

8. The USSR now has the capability to 
undertake' concurrent air operations 
against the US, the UK, continental Eu
rope, the Middle East, Japan, and the off
shore island chain of Asia. However, 
operations against the US would be much 
more difficult than those against the 
other areas. Tho USSR has the capa
.bUlty to reach all parts of the US and to 
attempt the delivery of Its full stockpile 
of atomic weapons. However, even a 
stripped-down TU-4 could reach only the 
extreme northwestern comer o.n two-way 
missions without aerial refueling. Bveo 
with aerial refueling and.other range ex
tension techniques: attack upon the stra
tegic northeastern industrial area aod 
upon most of the principal strategic bases 
almost certainly would Involve the ex
penditure of the attacking aircraft and 
most of the crews on one-way missions. 
Unti.l it has a heavy bomber available for 
o~rational use, the USSR will not have 
the capability to reach most o! the stra
tegically Important areas in the US on 
two-way missions. A heavy bomber based 
upon a type which has been-seen in flight 

• Ho eaumate of the succe.a ot thex operaUons 
can be m•de wtthout conaldertng the e.ttecta. ot 
lhe acUona ot opJ)OSlnJ tore.ea. 

'We belleft that lhe U88R bas 11M cap&l>JUtJ iG 
ullUi.e range e>rt.enalon tteh.nlque,, but •• hut 
no ev1d&nce th.AL any or these t:eohntquc, hue 
be,cn cxplo!ted. 

!'SP 868AST• , 
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' ' ' may be in production and may be avail-
able for operational use within the period 
of this estimate.• · 

9. We estimate that the Bloc ha.5 the ca
pability of proviaing vigorous opposition 
against air attacks on critical targets in 
the interior of the USSR, under condi
tions of good visibility. Under clear 
moonli.t night conditions, Bloc defense 
capabilities are fair against piston bomb
•ers and negligible against jet bombers. 
Under conditions of poor visibility, day or 
night, Bloc interception capabillties are 
negligible. 

10. Currently known trends point to an 
increase of Bloc air defense capabUities 
during the period of this estimate. How
ever, it is Impossible-to estimate the ex
tent of significance of any increase, be
cause the future development of airborne 
intercept (AI) · equipment and of guided 
missiles is ·obscure; In any case, such an 
estimate would require knowledge of the 
charact eristics of attacking aircraft 
through the period of this estimate.' 

11. Bloc naval forces (except for ocean
going submarines, and new cruisers and 

• For more detailed Worma.Uon. see SE-36, "SOw 
vlet CopablUUes ror Attacks on the us throuih 
Mld- 1955" (5 March 1953). • 

• The Director or Nau! InteWgence beUeves that 
this paragraph shoul<I read u ronows: 

We believe the Bloc will contlnue. lts pre.sent 
emphuls on air detenu, and that Its capabll!Uos 
In this respect w1U Increase during the period 
of this cttlmale. Open.tlontJ ll$e or Improved 
early warning and ground Intercept radar. and 
lhe cxtenatvo employment or alrbOrn• lntcrc,,pt 
equipment ww conktbu.te to this lncre~. ·.>The 
development and production of !J)-weather jet. 
nchtert and guided mlssllea. which arc within 
Bloc capab1Ut1ea, would· further lmprovc Bloc a.lr 
defense. Howi,ver, we· cannot esUmate the ,tg
nl.ftc-.a.nce or these Improvements rel.atl.ve to fu
ture air otren4tve eapab1UU.es. 

3 

destroyers) as now constituted are de
signed to protect Bloc coastal areas and 
seaward flanks of ground ca_mpaigns. 
We believe that, as new construction with 
improved characteristics becomes opera
tional, emphasis will be laid. on the crea
tion of striking forces which could oper
ate within the limits or the range of 
land-based air support. Bloc minelaying 
capability is extensive, and in the event 
of war, could seriously interfere with 
Allied sea communications in Europe and 
the Far Ea.st, or with Western naval op
erations In waters adjacent to the USSR. 
The Soviet submarine force will increase 
its capabillty to undertake offensive pa
trols and mining operations a.long most 
of the world's strategically vita.I sea lanes, 
and possibly, if the specialized era.ft have 
been developed, simultaneously to launch 
guided missile attacks against.targets on 
both the Atlantic. and Pacific seaboards 
of the US.' The Soviet Navy will have no 
long-range amphibious capabilities with
in the period of t11Js estimate, but it will 
remain capable of mounting short-range 
amphibious operations in considerable 
force. 

12. The princlpa,l sources of strength 
upon which Bloc political warfare capa
bilities are based will remain Bloc mili
tary P!)Wer, which generates fear and 
defeatism, and the Bloc's size, strategic 
position, economic power and potential, 
and centralized direction. Other sources 
or Bloc political warfare strength are the 
highly organized Communist Interna
tional movement, and the leadership and 
discipline of the Individual Communist 

• We btlle'fe the USSR. capv.bJe of adapting sub
marines to thJ.$, use, but. we have no evidence· to 
Indicate that. such modJ.OcaUon.s have been made. 

TO P SB C RE 'P 
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Parties; Communist ideas and doctrine, 
which influence many non-Communists 
as well as Communists; and the accumu
lated experience and professional skill of 
Soviet intelligence, propaganda, and sub
versive organizations and of Soviet use of 
front otganlzations. Finally, the fixity 
of Communist purpose t.o impose Commu
nism on the world and the unified direc
tion or Communist action give the Com
munists a tactical political warfare 
advantage In determining the nature, di
rection, and intensity of courses or action 
to be used against the non-Communist 
world. 

13. It is difficult to estimate how Bloc 
political warfare capabilities will develop, 
since they depend to a large degree not 
only upon the situation within the USSR 
but also upon the success with which the 
non-Communist world meets the chal
lenges to its stability which would exist 
even if there were no Communist threat. 
It is also difficult t.o estimate the develop• 
ment of Bloc political warfare capabilities 
because they are dependent not only on 
the relative attractive power of Commu
nist and non-Communist Ideas, but on 
the relative military strength of the Bloc 
and the West. If Western military 
strength should increase, relative t,o that 
of the Bloc, Bloc political warfare capa
bilities would probably decline. On the 
other hand, fear of war and consequent 
vulnerability to Bloc political warfare 
would probably increase in the non-Com
munist world, If the Bloc's capabi;Jity to 
deliver atomic weapons sl\ould · increase 
relative to Western defenses, and if the 
Bloc should improve its air defenses rela
tive to Western offensive capabilities.' 

!-

14. We believe that during the period of 
this estimate Communist capabilities to 
establish Communist governments by po
litical warfare techniques will be most 
likely to increase ln Southeast Asia and 
the Middle East. These capabilities will 
probably remain greatest in Iran and 
lndochin.a. 

15. In other areas of the world, Commu
nist capabilities t.o lnfluence the attitudes 
of non-Communist governments and peo
ples will constitute the principal danger 
posed by Bloc political warfare. The 
Communists may be able .to undermine 
support for Western programs of defense 
and for increased political and economic 
unity, and they may be able t.o heighten 
tensions among the members of the West
ern coalition. For these purposes, they 
can exploit national differences between 
the Western Powers, economic and trade 
difficulties, nationalism in colonial and 
dependent areas, and dread of war. 

• The Dlrtctor of Naval InleWctnce bellevu Ibis 
paregnph should rud u followa In order to 
render lhe military hl'J>olbetls more ruli>llc and 
lnclu.stve: 

n Is dlfflcult to utlmale how Bloc pOUUcal 
warfare cap•blllUea will dc•elop, alnce lhcy de
pond to a larae d11ree upon t.hc 11tuatton wlUtln 
the USSR. lhc ,IUCCe.!$ wllh which lhe non
Communl&t world meets the chaUengu to 114 
&tablllty .,hlth would eldat even If there were 
no COminUnlst threat, a.cd t.he relaUve mJUtary 
atrenclhl or Ille Bloc and the West. Thus. Bloc 
p0IIUcal warrart capablUUe• wlll lncreue If u,e 
non-Commun1s\. world falll to solve adequately 
the problem, or tconomlc atablllty, national 
rtvatrles, common defense. and up1ratlor\& for 
tndc,pe:ndencc tn the colon1al areas. u Wetten'I 
n1llltary atr<ngth and cohesion ahould lncrtau 
aub$t.antlally r,latlve l<J lhal or tho Bloc, Bloc po
htlcol warrore capab!Ullt1 wo1&ld p.-obably be 
checked, •nd mlaht. de-cUno in aome areu. On 
u,c ou,er hand. II lhe over-•U mllltary ,trencth 
of Ille Bloc ohould &ubolanUally lncreue «1au.., 
to tha&. of the Wea\. Bloc poUUcat wadare eapa
bllltl .. would rl1<1, parUculo.rly with r .. p .. l to 
tho promollon of appeasement, apathy, and lhe 
tear or war. 

TQP $'.i'CPFT 
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NATIONAL IlfrELLIGENCE ESTIMATE 

JODIT ATOMIC Ellt~"t I!ITELLIGEIICE COMMITm 

THE SOVIET ATOMIC E!IERO"t PROGRAM 
TO MID-1957 

· .. . 
16 February 1954 

... . 

Thia 1e a ewmuary or National Intelligence EetiJl>Ate, IIIE ll-3-54, 
dated 16 February 1954, prepared and agreed upon by the Joint Atoro.1c 
Energy Intelligence Comml.ttee vh1c:b is composed ot repr,eaentat1vea 
ot the Departments of State, Arioy, llavy·, Air Poree , the Atomic Energy 
C0m1tise1on, 'the Joint Statt~nd the Centril Intelligence Agency. · The 
FBI abeta1oed, tbe eubJect being outa1de ot 1te Juriad1ct1on. 

A group ot expert conaultante writing vitll tbe Joint Atomic Ene~gy 
Intelligence Committee concurred in the concluatona given 1n thie 
estimate. 'l'be eet!J>ate vaa approved by tbe Intelligence Adviaory 
C°"""1ttee ao or 16 February 195~. 
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SUHHAllf 
TIIB sovm A'l'OltlC ENERGY -P!IOOIWI 

10 HID-19S7 

nut PROBLEM 

To estiAate the curnnt stat us and fl.tture courae ot the SOY1et 
atomic energy pro&ram on the basis or 1nCormation ua1lable t rom all 
sources. 

SUIOWIY 

1. While tl'le exact extent or tl'le Soviet capability t or qu
0

al1tity 
production or nuclear weapons NNins unurt.ain 1o ao• ot Ua 
aspect3, the available evidence establishes the existence ~ ~e USSR 
or (a) a high-pr1oritJ, extensive atollic energy- prograa; (b) a aubst&ntlaJ. 
stockpile or nuclear weapons; and (c) the capabilltJ or produciog 
explosions 1n a range rroa tbe equiY&lent or a rev thouaam to a t least 
a "'1ll1on to.,._ or .Tiff. · 

2 . In llovenber 19'9 the lf'irst Chief Directorate •attached to the 
Council ot: Miaisters• vu organited to plan and ean-r out the SOYiet . 
at.oJu.c energy progru. · 

) . The first Soviet Noctor capable ot quant1t7 production ot 
plutoniu., probably went into operation durin& 1948 and by the spr ing 
and awcner or 1949 u,.., level or tot al reactor power became aigniticant, 
tbua 1114rking the date or \.he start or production scale operations t or 
the wutacture or plutoniwn. 

IJ. The product.ion ot urani.-2)5 apparently lagged behind tbe 
plutoniwo program. Whe\,her thia vaa planood or I.be Nault ot technical 
dicticul ties 1a ·not known, as onlJ mo ager evidence is available that 
1a relevant to the isotope separation phase or tbe progru. 

S. The Soviets haft de110nstratod a capabilit., to acc011plbb 
independent research essential to U..1r a tollic en<:rv prograa. Mille 
it 1a no dou.bt t.nle that espionage activities, C..,-i technical 
aaabtance , and unclassitied 1cientill c and technical literature 
available in ~tern .countries ••de substantial cont ributions to Soviet 
proeress, 1ndcpe.ndent. research by the Sovieu, required to adapt to 
their needs the information obta1nod through such sources, vas 
apparently carried out vith a high dogreo or competence. Tbe addence 
1s now clear that in a nwaber ot 1nstoncos Soviet atomic energy practice, 
do not follow those or the u . s . , tho U. K. or Canada. 

10! 998R8f 
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6 , It. u eatiaated that. the tot.u c\lNl!lat.1ft product.l oo ot 
uranl.ua Mtal a•a.llable to the Son.et. Onlon tl'Ofl Saat. Geffl&JI product.ion 
alone op to \lie end or 1953 vas betwaon lO ud lS thousand tone. 
n la poulbl• that. an equel. anoount. could ban been produced troa 
lnt.ernal and other Sat.elU te aourcea, 

7, The Sovie ta are depending, £or the moat. part., on nry lov-grade 
deposits or uranl\1111, In the Satellltes the D1ajor portion ot tbe 
uranlua r<1covered la deri nd fl'OOI ore a whl ch probably average •between 
0.0)% and o. )% u3oe, Only • •ast. amount or hand aort.1ng can accow,t 
for ~ large output., Co"'Puable grades or ore are probably being 
extensiwely worked insi de the USSR. 

8, n 1s eat.uiated that. the probable tot.u reactor power le'f811 
- were ln the nd&hbo..i-4 or 900 - J.200 megavat.ts oaring tht period troa · 

early 1952 to th• end ot 195), l'urtl!er, U ii Htillated the total. · 
. . ecrect.he Nae tor ~ver le•ela vUl ,increase durln& the period o! 
. thb est.laat., reachlpg • :·level •pf ,approxillatel,- 2100 to 2h00 aegavat.ts 

1n l9S7, It. should be not.ed ·that. this increaH 1a not intended to 
detine the •&X111WO capability t or expansion of So'fiet plut.onlwa 
manutactur!Jlg facilities. 

9. Tho abunce or sut!lcient. evidence fro• which to estimate 
installed or planned isotope separation capacity continues to be one 
or the most aerioua gaps in intelligence in!ormat.1on on the Soviet atoJOic 
energy program. It 1s believed that. there are several possible courses 
of action tbe Soviet.a •ay have taken wit.II respect to uran.i~)5 
production which are consistent with anllobl• Hidonc• and wleh yield 
general guide lines tor the Soviet ·urani1111-2)5 etockpile, An ·...,er-.ie 
value bas been taken for the purpo$e or_ calclllati.ng the weapons stockpile • 

. 
10, llo evidence le a'failable on SoYi•t •trorts vith respect to 

power applications or ato..i.c energy other than possible i,,pllcat.ions 
fro• Soviet inten,st. in thoriun and the hl&h irradiation lenl or the . 
plutonia ut.ilbed in the 3 Septelllber 1953 OX!>loaion. Howe,,ar, togetlle.r 
with continuinc research on methods or pluton11111 and uraniwa-23) 
produc\lon, aoM otrort wi.J.l undoubt:,,dly be placed on power applications. 

11. It 1a concluded th•t the USSR 1o capablo or producing nuclear 
weapons vi th •Xl>losi ve powers ·in the range or the e~ivalent or a !av 
thousand tons or TNT to approximat.ly one million tons or TNT. Throughout 
this range thomonucloar reactions were apparently used to increase 
(i.e. boost) the energy ylold fro• the fissionable materials present 
without thomol•os directly contributing aubstant.ially to the total energy 
yield, It 1a apparent t.hat by the end or 1953 the Soviets had reached 
a point in weapon technology at. which they were capable of producing . 
stockpile weapon typu dictated by ■illt.ary rcquin,ments. 

- 2-
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12. WIIUe tbere 1a no clear nidence which can aone as a.guide. 
to an estimate oC U.. apeci.Cio ~• and nuzobera oC each tJpe that tho 
Soviets v1ll e.ctuall;r stockpile , it 1a considored probable that ror 
the 1-diate tuture the spec1Cic veapoos stookpiled will .have tho 
general characteriatica and explosive povera of ll>Odala tested. llovevor, 
aa eat111&tea are projected further into tha future, unoertainty is 
increased 1)1 the possible advent or nev principles oC weapon design or 
tbe developnent of nev methods !or the production ot fissionable or 
thor,,,onuclear materials. 

l), In order to illustrate hov estimted Soviet stockpiles or 
tiosionable ..aterials nay be wtilized, the table belov has been 
based upon tllo OX8l!lples or the ...ny courses whicb are vi th1D Soviet 
capab1i1t1es: .(a:). the continued stockpiliog or co .. poaite and pure 
plutonium veapofls using principles· tested lo 19Sl am\· yield1Jlt 
approxiJl>atelT 'the equiT;,J.ent or 40,000 tons o! TllT eacb, or (b) tho 
stockpililig oC nuclear vea~n•. usl.ng t he boosting principles teated 
in l9Sl , i,e. utilization or plutonium contp0nen~ .!oz: JDOdiws yield 
(00,000 toau or TNT) and· s""ll yield (S,000 toau of. TNT) weapons, and 
all uran1\lffl-2)S weapons yielding one million toau or TNT. 

Stockpile Examples 
End 
19$) 

Hid-
1954 

Hid-
19SS 

Hid-
1957 

(a) Onboosted co11pos1to and plutonium 
weapons ~0 KT each .. 

1'.<!tal yield .(lllilli on ton• 'nlT) 

or 

(b) Boosted uraniWll or plutonium 
we apons 1000 KT 

60 KT 
S KT 

Tota1 peld (million t.ons '111T) 

18o 

7. 2 

12 
60 

190 

240 )90 

9.6 1$.6 

18 
8S 

2,0 

S7S 

2) 

$4 
175 
S2S 

800 

)2 

80 
2)S 
700 

16, S 24.) 4).4 6$.6 91.S 

14. For co11P4rison with the above , the followiJig table sets rortb 
the stockpile !igures "hich would be applicable if the Soviets fabricated 
au fissionable ..atonal into either large-yield boosted weapons (e , g, 
uraniU111-2)S weapons yielding 1000 kilotons each, aod pure plutoniWll 
'1eapo!\3 yielding 6o kilotons each) or small-yield weapons (e. g. co111posito 
and pUre plutonium weapons pelding S kilotons each). 

- ) -
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SOVIET CAPABILITIES AND PROBABLE PROGRAMS IN THE 

GUIDED MISSILE FIELD 

THE PROBLEM• 

To estimate Soviet capabilities and probable progTillllS in the field of guided mis
siles. 

FOREWORD 

In preparing thls estl.lJ\ate we have had available conclusive evidence of a great 
postwar Soviet interest In guided mlsslles and Indications t.bat the USSR. has a large 
and active research and development program. However, we have no firm cur
rent intelligence on what particular guided missiles the USSR Is presently developing 
or may now have in operational u.se. Therefore, In order to estimate speciftc Soviet 
missile capabilities we have been forced to reason from: (a) the available evidence 
of Soviet missile activity, Including exploitation of German m.isslle experience; (b) 
our own guided mlsslle·experience; and .(c) estimated Soviet capabilities In related 
fields. In addition, we have analyzed such factors as: (a) Soviet Industrial resources 
and economic capabilitlf!S; (b) Soviet nuclear capabilities In relation to guided mis
siles; (c) the estimated reliability of missile systems; (d) various logistic and train
ing factors; and (e) Soviet capabilities In geodesy and cartography. Finally, In the 
absence of current evidence on specific Soviet missile projects, we have estimated So
viet intentions on the basis of probable Soviet military requirements, within the con- · 
text of probable Soviet capabilities In this and other weapons fields. Therefore our 
estimates of missile characteristics and of dates of missile avallabWty must be con
sidered as only tentative, and as representing our best assessment in the light of in• 
adequate evidence and In a new and largely unexplored field. 

CONCLUSIONS 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

1. We believe that the strategic require
ments of the USSR would dictate a major 
effort in the field of gulded mlsslles, and 
the evidence which we have concerning 
large number of pe~sonalltles and activi
ties believed to.be involved in the current 
Soviet missile program leads us to the 
conclusion that It is ~n extensive one. 

However, our evidence Is lnsu.tlicient · to -
permlt a more precise estimate as to the 
magnitude ·of thl.s program. 

2. On the basis of, our extensive knowl
edge of Soviet exploitation of the wartime 
German ·miss!Je experience and our esti
mate of Soviet capabilities In related 
fields, we belleve that the USSR has t.be 
basic scientific and technie$1 capabilities 

'l'8P 888RB'l' I 
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to support a comprehensive missile re
search and development program. 
3. The USSR also hM an ,u!equt>te eeo
·nomic base for a sizeable missile produc
tion program. Howeve.r, because of the 
limited capabillties of the Soviet elec
tronics and precision mechanisms Indus
tries and other competing demands · for 
their output, the USSR wjll almost cer
tainly be unable to produce 1n· the desired 
quantities all·of the missiles for which It 
has an estimated military requirement, 
except over an extended period of years. 
Consequently, the USSR wW probably 
concentrate over the next few years on 
those missiles for which It has tbe most 
~rgent military requirements. 
4. Over the next several years the In
creasing size of the Soviet nuclear stock
pile and the larger yields estimated to be 
available from nuclear warheads will 
make missiles an Increasingly practicable 
means of nuclear attack, despite their 
Umltations In rellablllty and accuracy.• 
Nevertheless, because of these l.µD.itatloos 
we believe that the Soviets will place pri
ma.ry reliance on aircraft delivery of nu
<;lear weapons so long as the Soviet stock
pile remains limited and Allied air de
fenses can be penetrated VQthout unac
ceptable losses. We recognize, however, 
that these considerations woo.Id not pre
clude earlier employment of nuclear mis
siles when the advantages of surprise or 
other factors so dictate. · 
5. Although we have no evidence to con
firm or deny current Soviet missile pro
duction, we belleve that the Allles will 
face a growing Soviet guided missile 
threat within the next several years. 
This threat will probably appear first in 

'see Anntx c. nutrtcl.ed Data. for esUmate, or 
Ume-phutd warhud J'le1dl. 

increased Soviet air defense capablllties, 
together with or followed by improved 
Soviet capabUltles against US and Allied 
coastal areas and sea lines of communica
tion and in tacUcal operaUons. Later the 
threat will probably extend to all Allied 
base areas in Eurasia, and ultimately to 
the entire US. The following dates for 
specit\c ml.ssile capabllltles give the earli
est probable dates when we estimate the, 
threat could begin, but It lihould be rec
ognized that an additional varying period 
of time would be required for these mis
siles to be available ln large quantities. 

SPECIFIC MISSILE CAPABILITIES 

6. Surface-to-Air Missiles. The· Soviets 
will probably devote highest priority to · 
producing surfa.ce-to-air missiles to over
come their serious air defense deficiencies. 
We estimate that they could now have an 
all-weather improved Wasse.rfall design 
and In 1955' a further improved version 

• "nt.e t.tUm&W"d datu g1TCD In Ulu uUm.at.e a.re 
Lhe, earucst proba.b!• yean durlnc which m.lll 
Qua.nUUt.s ot ml&slJea c:o\114 hue been p:oduud 
and placed In the hand.I or tn..lncd J>"nonnel ot 
one opcraUona.l unn. thus cons-Utu.Unc a limited 
ca.pab-lUl}' tor OJ)tf'I.Uonal emptoyme.at. Thue 
date, tre baud on \he U$umpUon t.ha.\ ,. con
certed a.nd conUnl.\OU.S taon Mean 1n 1ou. u no 
ma.Jot dell.ya ot. tAJ sort were entountered a.nd 
an lntenaive effort of the hlchut orde.r of pr1or1t, 
were unduta.ke.n, &be uru~t poa.dble dates or 
av1tlo.blUt1 could bt on tho order or one to two 
J'Hrl euUer. or u mDCb ._ three 7un 1D tho 
cue or the .,nttrcontblent&l bt.Wdlc m.lqlte. • 
The above date.s are U:\o.se a.round which the,m.lJ::. 
Ille could have been openUoa. .. uy tuted 11..Dd be 
ru.d.r ror ur1u producUoo. However. an &ddi.: · -
Uoa&J per1od (whkh would vary aceordlnr to 
mlulle lype) would be reqult«I beloc. mJ...Ue& 
could be product<! li1 qu.a.nUt1 and the nectsM:7 
unlla: lra.fntd and deployed. We c.sUcnate that. at 
lea.st an &ddlUonal AX month, would normally be 
required tor ffl.trt ot connnton trcm pUoL plant. 
to ier1u producUon. and an addlUon&J period &o 
ruch tht: planntd produ.(Uon n.te. Some 11 
monlohs to two 1011 would proba.blt be required 
tor Jnd.lttdual and unit k&lnJnc ot each opera
Uona.l unn. atlhouc;h U\b period could to a co11-
&1derablo extent 0Tula9 ~ p.roduc.Uon pertod,. . .,. .. .,.. ' ~. . 
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with semlact!ve homing. In 1957-1958 
they should be capable of having a much 
better missile with terminal homing and 
50,000 yards slant range at 60,000 feet al· 
tltude. The low yield nuclear warhead 
probably available for this missile in 1958 
would greatly increase the kill probablli• 
ty. 
7. Air-to-Air MissUes. Because of Its air 
defense weaknesses, the USSR wlll prob
ably also assign a very high priority to 
air-to-air missiles. We estimate that It 
could develop in 1955 a guided rocl<et with 
lnfrued homing and In 1955-1958 an Im• 

· proved version with greater range. How
ever, their gujdance· system would permlt 
only tall cone attacks under generally fair 
weather conditions at the engagement al· 
tltude. In 195S-1960 the USSR could 
probably have I! new all-weather missile. 

8. Air-to-Surface Missilu. The USSR 
also would almost certainly seek to pro
duc;e in quantity any precision weapon 
available for effective HE anti.ship at
tacks. For this purpose it could now have 
available and would probably produce a 
rocket-propelled glide bomb, although 
limited to good visibility COl}ditlons. In 
view· of its extensive bomber capabilities, 
we do not believe that the USSR would 
produce a Jong-range air-to-surface mJs. 
sue tor attacks on Allied ports and base., 
over the next several years. In 1960, on 
the other hand, when we estimate that an 
all-weather air-to,surfMC missile with 
nuclear warhead could be ready for series 
production, there will probably be a high 
priority Soviet requirement for a weapon 
of this type because of the Increased ef
fectiveness of Allied air defense around 
key target areas. · 

9. Submarine-Launched Missilu. The 
·1ssR will almost certainly have a re-

qulrement for submarine-launched mis
siles for nuclear attacks on US and Allled 
coastal areas. It could already have avail• 
able Improved V- 1 types with nuclear 
warheads. In 1955 the USSR could have 
ready for series production a turbo-Jet 
pilot!~ aircralt' with Improved range, 
speed, and accuracy, and by 1958 Its nu
clear warhead yield could approach com
patlblllty with Its estunated accuracy and 
greatly increase Its eJl'ectlveness, 
10. Ground-Launched Surfo.ce-to-Surface 
Missiks. The USSR could also use the 
above pilotless aircraft from ground
launchers. However, we believe that it 
would favor ballistic mlssUes because of 
their relative 'immunity to presently 
knowu couptermeasures and their greater 
capability tor achieving surprise. The 
USSR probably could have available: (a) 
In 1954 an elongated V-2 type with 350 
nautical miles range and a CEP of two 
nautical miles' or an alternative V-2 type 
or native design with less r~ge .but a 
larger warhead and a smaller CEP; (b) in 
1955 an elongated V-2 type With 500 miles 
range and a CEP o! 2,5 miles; in 1957 (or 
at the earliest possible date In 1955) a 
single stage balllstlc missile with . 900 
miles range and a CRP of thre1>-tour 

•ne A&stst.a.nt Cb.Id or sc.aa. a-,, Department- or 
Lht Arrn,y, Ute D1rtdor ot Ha't&l Int.e.tllttnee • ._nd 
\be Deputy Dlreetot tor D)t.eWcen.ce, The rolnt 
Stall', be:Uon that we or t.bt ttnn •puouua alr
crs.JL'" to det1ne the bl'OMI cat.ecor1 or rufded 
m1'$llu which are not bt.ubU.c Jo pr1nclp_1o 1.a: • _ 
mUlcadlnC In th&t It ches lM tmprcsslon that. 
an sueb miuUe.i are coanoUonal aJrc.ran which 
have been modJtled t.o the cncnt I.hat Ule hwnan 
pUoL hu bten replaced b7 I.be C'U,Jda.nc~ eq_\lJp .. 
ment and whkh &N lnt.tnded to rel.um to their 
buec and land. 11\er bcDeve t.ht.' lbe tenn 
.. nonbatu.sUc pldtd mlullt'" would more &de• 

, quatclJ ducr1be thla: cattcw, of m1$$'11cs and 
•houtd be used In Ue.u of -P,lotles.s alrcran." 
wheN:ver that term OCC\U1. 

• CU (ctrcular Probable Snor> meaN 50 perccn\ 
hit.I wltbln th~ aLat.ed ndJua. AU C8Pa and 
n.nru ant ctven In 11autlc&I en.Ile&. 
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milesi and (d) in 1959 (or at the earliest 
possible date in 1957) a two stage ml$$Ue 
with 1,300 mlles range and a CEP of 
three-four mlle.s.' However, the accuracy 
of all -th8$8 missiles would probably be 
markedly inferior to that obtainable by 
either visual or radar bombing, and their 
range.is Inferior to that of Soviet bombers. 
Therefore,. until Allied air defenzes im
prove greatly, we believe that the USSR 
will rely primarily on high per~ormance 
bombers, except !or all-weather use In the 
ground battle. 

11. In view of growing Allied tactical nu
clear capabilities In Europe, the USSR w1ll 
probably give ·high priority to a ballistic 
mlssile for support of its field forces. 
Aside from this ml$slle, Soviet efforts over 
the next several years w1ll probably be 
concentrated more on ballistic missile de
velopment than upon quantity produc
tion. When the USSR estimates that im
proved Allied air defenses will soon pose 
a •major threat to successful delivery by 
aircraft, it will probably Uf1dertake a 
heavy Investment In these rolsslles. How
ever, the limited nuclear yields now avail
able from such warheads and the limited 
accu.racy and ·reliablllty or these missiles 
point toward use of alrera!t as a better 

means or delivery at least untu 1958. 
Moreover, by this time estimated In
creases In the Soviet nuclear stockpile 
and In nuclear warhead yields should 
have greatly reduced the slgnlllcance of 
the limitations of missile accuracy or re
liability. 

12. Intercontinental Balli$tlc Missile 
(IBM). We belleve that the USSR, look
Ing forward to a period, possibly In the 
next few years, when long-range bombers 
may no longer be a feasible means of at
tacking heavily defended US targets, will 
make a concerted effort to produce an 
IBM. In this event It probably could have 

. ready !or series production In about 1963 
(or at the earliest possible date In 1960) 
an IBM with a high yield. nuclear warhead 
and a CEP of roughly flve nautical miles.• 
Advent or the IllM would create an en
tirely new type of th.teat to the US. At
tacks upon the launching sites are the 
only countermeasures now kno1Vt1 or In 
prospect. II the USSR should develop 
such a missile and produce it ID consider
able numbers before the US developed . 
adequate counterweapon.s or counter
measures, the USSR would acquire such 
a military advantage as to constitute an 
extremely grave threat to US security. 

DISCUSSION 

I. SOVIET SCIENTIFIC ANO TECHNICAL 
RESOURCES 

Basic · Soviet Scicnlific and Technical 
Copobilities 

13. Trained Manpower. The rising general 
level o! technical ablULy In.the USSR and the 
lncrc8$lng numller of scientists and engineers 
avallable provide the manpo,.er potenllal nee. 
e.ssary to statr a large guided D\1$slle p!Ofr&ID. 

• St:c rootnot.e lo pan.guph Ill. 

At I.he end o( World Wu II, the USSR bad an _ 
acute short.age of t:ralned manpower and . to 
help alleviate this condition brought· about 
3,500 German scientists and ~clans to 
the USSR. Beginning at the same time, 
graduations from Soviet scfence and en
elneerlng ln.slltullon.s were greaUy Increased, 

• See tooLnot.e t4 panign.i,b 0, but note U11.t In \he 
~ ot lbe mM. operatlOll&I tldflC of Umited 
numbtra mlghl be -dueled bJ r .. tory lech• 
nlclan.a at the t.sscmb1y ,1'°9 .ad Lho (wl 18 
months to two-.1eu ~, peliod for mJ"11.e: 
unll.$ WOUJd nol be requlNd. ~ ~-
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SOVIET GUIDED MISSILE CAPABILITIES AND 

PROBABLE PROGRAMS 

THE PROBLEM 

To re-estimate, wherever new evidence is available, Soviet capabilities and prob
able programs in the guided mlssUe field. 

FOREWORD 

This estimate brings up to date and supplements, · wherever new evidence was 
available, our previous estimate on "Soviet Capabilities and Probable Programs in 
the Guided Missile Field," NIE 11-6-54, dated 5 October 1954. At that time, we 
had no firm intelligence on specific Soviet missile capabilities. Therefore we were 
forced to base our specific .capabilities estimates entirely on: (a} the available 
evidence of general Soviet missjle activity, including exploitation of German missile ex
perience; (b) extrapolation from our own guided missile experience; and (c) esti
mated Soviet capabilities in related fields. Similarly, our estimates of Soviet inten• 
tions had to be based on probable Soviet military requirements. 

Since publication of NIE 11-6-54, new intelligence has confirmed our previous 
estimate that the USSR has an extensive guided missile program. The new intel
ligence has also changed and in some particulars strengthened our ·estimates -ol 
Soviet" surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missile capabilities. 

It is emphasized that we have no new intelligence concerning Soviet air-to-air or. 
submarine-launched missiles, and very little new information concerning air0 to
surface missiles. Our estimates in these fields therefore remain based on the anal
ysis in NIE 11-6-51 which was necessarily speculative and in many cases based pri
marily on estimated Soviet requirements and US missile experience. The corre
sponding conclusions of NIE 11-6-54 have been carried forward into this estimate 
tor convenience of reference only. 

The dates given in this estimate are the probable years during whicJ:l small quan
tities of missiles could have been produced and placed in the hands ol trained per
sonnel of one operalional unit, thus constiluting a limited capability for opera
tional employment. These dates are based on the assumption that a concerted and 
continuous effort began in 1948, and are those around which the missile could have 
been operationally tested and be ready for series production. However, an addi 
tional period (which would vary according to missile type) would be required before 
missiles could be produced in quan tity and the necessary unit~ trained and deployed. 

1 02 3£Oit0'£ 
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we· estimate that at least an a(\ditional six months would normally be required tor 
shift or conversion from pilot plant to series production, and an additional pe
riod to reach the planned production rate. Some 18 months to two years would prob
ably be required ror individual and unit training or each operational unit, although 
this period could to a considerable extent overlap the production period. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The USSR is engaged in an extensive 
guid~d missile program. We estimate 
that the Western Powers face a growing 
Soviet guided missile threat over the next 
several years. A threat to Western of
fensive capabilities is already beginning 
to appear in the form or increased Soviet 
air defense strength. This threat will 
probably soon be followed by improved 
Soviet offensive capabilities against US 
and Allied coastal areas and sea lines o( 
communication, and in tactical opera
tions. Later the threat will probably ex
tend to all Allied base areas in Eurasia 
and its periphery, and ultimately to the 
entire US. (Paras. 9-10) 

2. With the passage or time, the increas
ing size ol the Soviet nuclear stockpile 
and the larger yields estimated to be 
available from nuclear warheads will 
make missiles an increasingly effective 
means or nuclear attack.' However.' we 
believe that ror the next several years the 
USSR would rely primarily on high per
formance aircraft for the delivery or nu
clear weapons. Nevertheless, the advan
tage of surprise and other considerations 
might wan ant earlier use of missi les with 
nuclear warheads for certain purposes. 

SPECIFIC MISSll E CAPABILITIES 

3. Surface-to-A i r Missiles. The USSR is 
probably devoting vc,/ .high priority to 

• Sec /\nnc:t It., ·11.csrrictcd D1.1 t c1, for cstinmtrs of 
time. phased w~rhend yl<.·ld$, 

producing such missiles to overcome its 
air defense deficiencies. We believe that 
it now has deployed, at least in the Mos
cow area, operational surface-to-air mis
siles. Thei r performance characteristics 
are unknown, but might be superior to 
those previously estimated (see NIE 11-
6-54) .' The low yield nuclear warhead 
which could be available after 1958 would 
greatly increase their kill probability. 
(Paras. 11 - 17) 

4. Surface-to-Surface Bo.lli$tic Missiles. 
Although the USSR could employ non
ballistic guided missiles Crom ground 
launchers, we believe that it would favor 
ballistic missiles because of their relative 
immunity to presently known counter
measures and their greater capability for 
achieving surprise. In view of growing · 

' The AsslsL'\nt. ChJel ot Slaff. 0 - 2. Deparwne nt 
or the Army ; the Direct.or or Naval Intelllgencc: 
and the Oepuo• Director for Intelllgenee. The 
Joint Staff . bt'lleve thal: 

Althouc·h t,he performance el\V3.ttcrlstlc.s 
are now unknown, they would very probably 
exceed tho$<: pre viously estimated (sec NIE 
I 1-6-S4 ). u. :i.ppears highly unllkcly tho.t the 
USSR wou lrl ru·oo:tu~e $~d ~mp\oy m tu.Uu on 
the scale nppare n c. frOm observation of the 
:-.iosc.o w COfnJ)tcxcs without achievin g, In 
the ir opinion, n subst-Rnt1 0I mciuure of de• 
fc:nsc at,11.lnst. nlt.1u:kl ng :\lrernct. 

Th is belief IS re in torccd by e:vJdcnc,e o f the 
l'l (lv.i•leed st-:\te or SOvlc:- t. d ev,lopm c n LS In 
ot-her m l~lle fie lds. :ind the JmporU\llce 
wh ich the Soviet.$ m us t. n.U.,'tch Lo the de ve l • 
opmenl or :\ rc:iny effce llvc :i.tr de fense 
which would so e;re ntly loe re:ue t.hclr s t rn • 
tcglc fle xibility. 
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Allied tactical nuclear capabilities in 
Europe the USSR will probably give high 
priority to producing ballistic missiles for 
support of its field forces. However, 
aside from these missiles the USSR will 
probably concentrate over the next few 
years more on ballistic missile develop
ment than on quanUty production. We 
estimate that: (Paras, 18- 20) 

a. Short Range. The USSR, in addi
tion ·to shorter range ballistic missiles, 
could have had since 1954 an operational 
350 mile ballistic missile with a CEP of 
two miles.• We believe that the USSR 
has not developed a 500 mile missile. 
(Paras. 21- 23) 

. b. Medium Range. The USSR could 
have ready for series production in 1955-
1956 a single-stage, ballistic missile of 
850-900 miles range, with a CEP of three 
to four miles. However, only a low yield 
nuclear warhead probably would be avail• 
able for the next -few years. (Paras. 24-
25) 

c. Intermediate Range Ballistic Mis
sile (IRBM). In 195S-1959 the USSR 
could have ready tor series production a 
dual stage ballistic missile of about 1,600 
miles range with a CEP of three to four 
miles. Large yield nuclear warheads 
would probably be available in 1959- 1960. 
,If the USSR were willing to accept a re
duced range of 1,400 miles, this missile 
could be made ready for series production 
as early as 1957, but in this case only a 
low yield nuclear warhead would be avail
able. (Paras. 26-27) 

d. Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 
(ICBM). We now estimate that as soon 

• CEP (Circular Probable Error> means 50 J)crtenL 
hit, wlt.hln the $to.Led radius. All CEPJ o.nd 
ranics are (;lvCn in nautlc.i-1 mlles. 

as 1960-1961 the USSR-could have ready 
for series production an intercontinental 
ballistic missile of 5,500 miles range, with 
a large yield nuclear warhead and a CEP 
of roughly five miles. Advent of such an 
ICBM would create an entirely new type 
of threat to the US. (Para. 28) 

5. Earth Satellite. We estimate that the 
Soviets are attempting to develop such a 
vehicle at the earliest practicable date 
and could have a relatively uninstru
mented vehicle by 1958. A vehicle which 
could gather and transmit upper atmos
phere scientific data could be available 
by 1963. ( Paras. 29-30 J 

6. Air-to-Air Missiles. We have no new 
intelligence which either strengthens or 
changes our estimate In NIE 11-6-54, 
that "because of its air defense weak
nesses, the USSR is probably also assign
ing a very high priority to air- to-air mis
siles. We estimate that it could develop 
in 1955 a guided rocket with infrared 
homing and in 1955-1958 an improved 
version with greater range. However, 
their guidance system would permit only 
tail cone attacks under generally fair 
weather conditions at the engagement 
altitude. In 1958-1960 the USSR could 
probably have a new all -weather missile." 
(Para. 31) · 

7. Air-to-Surface Missiles. New in telli· 
gence partially supports estimates in NIE . 
11-6-54, but does .not warrant a change 
therein. NIE 11-6-54 stated that "the 
USSR also would a lmost certainly seek to 
produce in quantity any precision weapon 
available for effective HE antiship at
tacks. For th is purpose it could now 
have available and would probably pro• 
duce a rocket-propelled glide bomb, 
although limited to good visibility condi· 
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tlons. In view o( Its extensive bomber 
capabliities, we do not believe that the 
USSR would produce a long-range air-to
surface missile for attacks on Allied ports 
and bases over the next several years. In 
1960, on the other hand, when we esti
mate that an all-weather air-to-surface 
missile with nuclear warhead could be 
ready for series production, there will 
probably be a high priority Soviet require
ment for a weapon of this type because 
of the increased effectiveness of Allied 
air defenses around key target areas." 
(Para. 32) 
8. Submarine-Launched Missiles. We 
have no credible new intelligence which 

either changes or strengthens our esti
mate in NIE 11454 that "the USSR will 
almos"t certainly have a requirement for 
submarine-launched missiles for nuclear 
attacks on US and Allied coastal areas. 
It could already have available improved 
V-1 types with nuclear warheads. In 
1955 the USSR could have ready for series 
production a turbo-jet pllotless aircraft 
(nonballistlc guided missile) with im
proved range, speed, and accuracy, and 
by 1958 its nuclear warhead yield could 
approach compatibility with its estimated 
accuracy and greatly increase its effec
tiveness." (Para. 33) 

DISCUSSION 

9. In NIE 11- 6-54 (dated 5 October 1954) we 
esllmaled that the strategic requirements o! 
the USSR would dictate a major effort In t.he 
fleld or guided missiles, and tltat t.hc USSR 
has the basic scientific and technical capabill• 
tie& to support a compreMnoive re.search 
and development program. We also estimated 
that the USSR has an adequalC economic base 
!or a sl1.e>ble production program; however, 
because or the limited capabilities of the 
Soviet electronics and precision mechanisms 
Industries and other competing demands for 
their output it would almost certainly be un• 
able to produce in the desired quantities all 
or the missiles !or which it has an estimated 
military reQulremenL. excepl. over an extended 
period or years. Finally we estimated, on the 
basis of lhe large number of pet$0nalltfe.s and 
activities believed to be Involved in the Soviet 
mi:.s:1lc program nnd our knowledge or the. 
extensive Soviet cxploitnLlon or Oerman mis
sile experience. that lhe Soviet program was 

· an c.xtcn.slve one. However, we had no firm 
Intelligence on what specific missiles the 
USSR wo.s nctuaHy dcv'ctoping or might a1. 
rondy have 1n operationBI us-c. 

10. The intelllgence which ha.s l!ecome avail• 
able subsequent lo NIE 11-6-54 generally 
substantiates the above conclusions and reln
!orccs our csUmate t.hat an extensive Soviet 
mi.sslle program is underway.• In the category 
ol surracc-to-surrace ballistic missiles we now 
believe that Soviet progress has been som~ 
what mor< rapid than previously estimated 
and that such missiles, up to and lncludlng 
an ICBM, will become avaUable at somewhat 
earlier dates. Moreover, new evidence lndi• 
cates that the USSR bas already embarked on 
series production of .surtace-to•o.lr missiles. 

I. SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES 

II. The most significant development In this 
field is t.he extentlve rcpor&-ing on what appear 
to be air defense mlssllc $lte.s around Moscow. 
Allowing for probable duplication In report• 
Ing we estlmate that approximately 40 com
plexes actually have been observed. The 
earliest obsersation or one or lhe$e sites was 
ln mld-1953, with the majority being observed 
in late 1954 and 1955. 01 lhese 40 sites, about 
12 have been located with sufficient accurru:y 

• tmnc:x B Cllml~ dlst.r1but1on, cont:-tlns :ti<l<II• 
t.lon:1J bnckground tntorm11llon~ 

• ns ·r 
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	The Weapons Intelligence, Nonproliferation, and Arms Control Center (WINPAC) is the Directorate of Intelligence’s focal point for analysis and policy support on foreign weapons and technology, nonproliferation, and arms control-related issues. WINPAC’s areas of responsibility include: The production of all-source intelligence relating to the threat of foreign strategic •. weapons, to include nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (WMD); missile and space systems; and emerging conventional threats and coun
	4 THE ORIGINAL WIZARDS OF LANGLEY 5 THE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE: WAGING AND WINNING THE COLD WAR This overview and collection of documents and other material related to the Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) offer a glimpse of CIA’s overall contribution to the analysis of Soviet capabilities in science and technology during the Cold War. It is by no means intended to be definitive, or even complete, with respect to all the activities associated with the Agency’s scientific and technological c
	CIA enabled the Agency to build its scientific and technical intelligence capabilities. The complexity of the technical structure of the Soviet nuclear weapons development program and the many distinctive observables associated with it provided a classic technical intelligence challenge to US analysts. In particular, the Soviet program demanded technical data that could be obtained only by new collection techniques. 
	-

	By the 1950s, it was clear that the USSR possessed both nuclear weapons and the means of long-range delivery. But key questions remained for US policymakers. How far advanced and how effective were these capabilities? Could they be used against the continental United States as well as its allies? The answers to these questions were fundamental to US strategic deterrence. 
	Technical intelligence was the primary tool US officials used to address these questions. Because the USSR, Eastern Europe, and China were “denied areas,” they posed difficult challenges to traditional forms of human and military reconnaissance collection. These countries were highly efficient police states that severely restricted internal movement and contacts with foreigners; they also had effective, modern air defenses. This meant traditional means of espionage and reconnaissance were limited in providi
	-

	To counter this, CIA and the Intelligence Community developed new and innovative collection approaches, including overhead systems to collect images. These new systems allowed US analysts to discover the physical characteristics and locations of weapons, test ranges, operational sites, and support structures. Signals intelligence (SIGINT) collectors in these new systems eavesdropped on military exercises and administrative communications. Telemetry collectors intercepted and recorded the instrumentation sig
	-

	The lack of hard intelligence facts and having few human intelligence resources within the Soviet Bloc were the key drivers in developing both US aircraft and satellite imaging and signals intelligence collection systems. In addition to the actual technical collection, however, there was a parallel development in the analytical field as US analysts sought to make sense of the raw data. The challenge to the Intelligence Community was not only to create new collection methods but also to 
	The lack of hard intelligence facts and having few human intelligence resources within the Soviet Bloc were the key drivers in developing both US aircraft and satellite imaging and signals intelligence collection systems. In addition to the actual technical collection, however, there was a parallel development in the analytical field as US analysts sought to make sense of the raw data. The challenge to the Intelligence Community was not only to create new collection methods but also to 
	be able to derive useful information from the resultant data. The CIA’s Office of Scientific Intelligence, and later the Directorate of Science and Technology (DS&T), was in the forefront of the development of both the new technical intelligence collection systems and the expanded analytical capabilities. 

	The intelligence reports and estimates included in this collection cover the period from the early 1950s through the mid-to late 1960s, and the effect of advancements in technical collection and analysis is readily apparent. There were no disagreements within the Intelligence Community on Soviet capabilities as surveyed in National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 11-5-59, Soviet Capabilities in Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles, but by October 1964 (in NIE 11-8-64) debates had emerged over both the capabilitie
	-

	SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 
	SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 

	In the course of the Cold War, any number of issues arose that had to be addressed urgently by means of technical intelligence. In time, OSI and the Intelligence Community at large acquired an infrastructure of techniques, tools, facilities, and technical specialists that was able to respond to new questions as they arose. Some of the key issues are not surprising: 
	-

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Soviet nuclear weapons developments dominated in the early years, shifting later to matters of weapons and material inventories, compliance with testing agreements, and the transfer of nuclear technology to potential proliferators. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Soviet ballistic missile development and deployment stayed high on the priority list throughout, but also underwent many changes of focus--counting numbers, determining characteristics, and monitoring for compliance with arms control agreements. 

	•. 
	•. 
	The Soviet space challenge began with a burst of publicity and quickly became a matter of US military concern but did not materialize as a real threat issue. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Soviet air defenses, antiballistic missile (ABM), and SAM missile upgrades became entangled with one another throughout the period, producing great concern and posing one of the most severe challenges to US technical intelligence. 


	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Chemical and biological warfare concerns emerged (and continue to this day), plagued by uncertainties and posing extraordinarily difficult intelligence problems, primarily because of the type of collection access required. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Arms-control monitoring emerged as a highly defined issue and intelligence problem with the early nuclear weapons testing agreements and leapt to the forefront with the negotiation and conclusion of agreements with the Soviets covering reduction 


	of arms and forces and qualitative constraints. 
	of arms and forces and qualitative constraints. 

	Two other issues that generated attention were (1) the assessments of existing and emerging Soviet scientific and technical capabilities (such as stealth and supercomputers), and (2) the detailed characterization of the Soviet research and development cycle that led to the fielding of advanced (and sometimes unexpected) Soviet weaponry, achievements in space, or scientific breakthroughs. 
	THE BIRTH OF OSI 
	THE BIRTH OF OSI 

	As early as 1946, when the Cewntral Intelligence Group (CIG) was established, the need for scientific intelligence was recognized. Its importance was further emphasized in the 1948 report of the Eberstadt Task Force of the Hoover Commission, which stressed the likely overriding importance of scientific and technical intelligence and the need for a central authority responsible for assimilating all scientific information from abroad as well as competent to estimate its significance. The report concluded that
	-
	-
	-
	3 

	Concern that other countries might develop nuclear weapons and an awareness that advanced knowledge was the only practical shield against a surprise attack fed a sense of urgency among US policymakers. Concern extended to biological and chemical warfare and to the likely development of guided missiles, which would increase the danger of surprise attack on the continental United States. Despite such concern, little real progress took place until President Harry Truman’s 23 September 1949 announcement of the 
	-
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	The required coordination, however, did not come easily. CIA chaired this new committee, charged with responsibility for scientific and technical intelligence, including all research and development up to the initiation of weapons systems series production. This concept was opposed by the US military, which sought to distinguish between basic scientific capabilities and weapons systems applications and keep the latter to itself. 
	There was some support for CIA’s having this responsibility even within the defense establishment itself, however. The Research and Development Board in the Department of Defense, for example, was extremely dissatisfied with the intelligence support it received from the military intelligence agencies and supported the SIC as its primary source of intelligence support. Because of OSI’s competence in Soviet nuclear capabilities, the military also accepted the Joint Atomic Energy Intelligence Committee (JAEIC)
	4 

	The services did not give up, however. During the early 1950s, there was a long struggle within the SIC between its military and civilian members: Army-Navy-Air Force versus CIA-State-Atomic Energy Commission. In August 1952, the original directive establishing SIC (OSI’s lifeline) was rescinded. A new directive dissolved the SIC and all of its subcommittees except the JAEIC. It was retained as a subcommittee of the interdepartmental Intelligence Advisory Committee itself. The intelligence agencies of the D
	The new directive had a negative impact on the morale of OSI. In reaction, it began to devote less attention and energy to asserting CIA’s authority to coordinate scientific intelligence and more to developing its own capabilities for research in all fields of scientific intelligence, including weapon systems development in anticipation of a day when a new DCI would value such independent capabilities. 
	4 Several noted scientists in the Boston area, involved in US weapons-system developments and very concerned about the lack of US intelligence on corresponding Soviet developments, approached CIA/OSI in late 1950 and offered to assist. This group included the men who became the first three Presidential Scientific Advisors: James Killian, George Kistiakowski, and Jerome Weisner. They constituted what was known as the Boston Scientific Advisory Panel and were very valuable to OSI. 
	-


	While OSI refocused its efforts in the Directorate of Intelligence (DI), there was a similar growth in electronic intelligence (ELINT) collection capabilities within CIA’s Directorate of Plans, later to be known as the Directorate of Operations (DO). CIA’s ELINT efforts furthered its scientific and technical credentials through the 1950s. With the advent of the U-2 and later technical collection programs, it continued to grow. By the time S&T activity was first consolidated at CIA—in a Directorate of Resear
	CREATING A NEW DIRECTORATE 
	CREATING A NEW DIRECTORATE 

	It was the creation of CIA’s DS&T by DCI John McCone in 1963, however, that finally brought together the key scientific and technical functions from the DI, the DO, and the short-lived research directorate. From that point, true synergy began with respect to scientific and technical collection and analysis at CIA. And it did so—with Albert (Bud) Wheelon as the Agency’s first Deputy Director for Science and Technology (DDS&T)—at a moment in history when decisive action was required. 
	-

	A tremendous breadth of technical disciplines was drawn together in the new directorate. The DI’s OSI, concerned with basic scientific research conducted by foreign countries, became a part, as did a computer services group from the DI. The Office of ELINT (OEL), which had some of it origins in OSI, came from the Directorate of Plans. The Development Projects Division, which had been responsible for developing the U-2, the A-12 OXCART, and the CORONA overhead systems, now joined the new directorate as did t
	-

	Wheelon did not merely create a new organization, however. The usefulness of the U-2 airborne reconnaissance program against the Soviet Union had ended in 1960 with the shootdown of Gary Powers, and new ways to gather intelligence over denied areas were needed. New intelligence technologies would have to meet the urgent requirement for reliable and comprehensive intelligence collection. The new DS&T was focused on tackling this challenge, and Wheelon became one of the earliest proponents of CIA’s participat
	-

	Throughout the rest of the Cold War there were bureaucratic adjustments in the S&T directorate reflecting changing capabilities and requirements in order to integrate intelligence analysis better across multiple disciplines. OSI had spun off OEL in July 1962 and the FMSAC in November 1963. In November 1976 OSI and the Office of Weapons Intelligence (OWI)—which had been formed from FMSAC and the Defensive Systems Division of OSI in September 1973—were transferred back to the DI from DS&T in order to have all
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The Office of Scientific Intelligence ceased to exist as an entity— after 31 years of service—when it and OWI were merged on 25 February 1980 to form the Office of Scientific and Weapons Research (OSWR), which evolved into the current Weapons Intelligence Non-Proliferation and Arms Control Center (WINPAC). 
	-

	COLLECTING, PROCESSING, AND ANALYZING THE NEW DATA 
	COLLECTING, PROCESSING, AND ANALYZING THE NEW DATA 

	The overriding problem in the early years of technical intelligence was simply gaining access to information about Soviet facilities and activities. Because of the closed Soviet society and the extensive controls on movement and access, clandestine operations launched from outside the Soviet Union had a long history of being foiled. 
	Nuclear issues dominated US concerns from the time of the Soviets’ first atomic weapons test in 1949, but during the 1950s, new and somewhat different problems began to compete for US intelligence attention. These included Soviet bacteriological warfare and chemical warfare developments and Soviet aircraft and electronics innovations. 
	In the early years, before hard intelligence on Soviet developments became available, US reports on a number of Soviet scientific and technical subjects were simply derivative. For example, the basic data in a 12 October 1949 memorandum on Soviet capabilities in air-to-air guided missiles and related proximity fuses were only extrapolations of information on missiles that were under development by the Germans. Once in operation, however, US technical intelligence could exploit technical data generated durin
	-
	-

	On the one hand, the United States would collect whatever it could with the access available so long as there was some hope that the collected data would shed light on the matter of concern. On the other hand, the nature of the data required would dictate the kind of access. The US focus was on Soviet air, space, naval, and defensive systems (although selected ground forces systems were sometimes assessed) and on sensors, nuclear weapons, and chemical/biological weapons. In time, it became apparent that to 
	Technical intelligence was the primary tool used to address these questions. The Intelligence Community was obliged to invent new and innovative approaches to collection via remote sensors, the most well-known of which were the U-2 and OXCART manned aircraft, ELINT (i.e., radar and FIS) operations, satellite imaging, and SIGINT systems. These systems revolutionized intelligence collection. 
	Following the unique manned aircraft reconnaissance programs, satellite imagery provided the foundation whereby compliance with highly complex arms control provisions could be adjudged by even the most paranoid elements of national security establishments. It was quite an accomplishment. 
	Other collection operations were mounted on the periphery of the Soviet Union. The Berlin tunnel is an early, somewhat bizarre example of a SIGINT collection operation. More important in the long run were facilities established close to Soviet borders so as to collect signals generated at installations (targeted by means of overhead imagery) within the USSR. Electronic collection aircraft flew and ships sailed along the periphery for this same purpose. 
	The CORONA program, the first space-based reconnaissance program, provided an intelligence windfall for several years before the Soviets took defensive measures against it. The Glomar Explorer, a ship built specifically to raise a sunken Soviet submarine from the bottom of the Pacific to salvage communications equipment and nuclear components, was a feat beyond the imagination of the Soviets until the story was disclosed in the US press. These are but two examples of a highly successful technical collection
	-

	A significant and critical counterpart of technical collection was the ability to apply new analytical techniques to emerging collection capabilities such as telemetry and precision parametric measurements analysis from ELINT, as well as systems and processes to deal with film and then digital satellite imagery. When Soviet designers flew aircraft or missiles, they placed sensors on critical components and radioed their status to the ground so that analysis could identify problems in the 
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	event of a flight failure. While the Soviet designer had the key to which sensors were being monitored by the hundreds of telemetry traces, US intelligence analyst had to unscramble them and make sense of the reading. The challenge to the US technical community was to deliver identifiable, useable data. 
	The wide distribution of collection system elements and the huge amounts of data collected required a system with the capacity to pass vast amounts of data, and containing data links able to ensure the security of the information carried, able to maintain connection with a range of collection platforms and data processing facilities, and able to serve a number of data recipients. The development of these links enabled the control of collection operations as well as the retrieval of the information collected
	-

	Not all collection systems were developed and managed by CIA. Other parts of the Intelligence Community operated aircraft, satellites, maritime resources, ground-collection sites, data links, and processing facilities. All of them tended to operate with some independence but did a remarkable job of delivering vast amounts of needed data in processed form to the many different US intelligence analysis and production organizations. 
	-

	ANALYTIC ISSUES AND CAPABILITIES 
	By the late 1950s, the number and scope of major technical intelligence challenges facing the Agency had grown immensely. Concerns emerged about Soviet technological advances, the testing of Soviet thermonuclear weapons and, increasingly, Soviet ballistic and defensive missile developments and the Soviet space challenge. A primary response by OSI was to establish close relationships with contractors deeply involved in similar US programs, such as the Livermore and Sandia National Laboratories and various pr
	-
	-

	OSI analysts of weapons systems, in addition to seeking help from the academic disciplines of science and engineering, had several 
	OSI analysts of weapons systems, in addition to seeking help from the academic disciplines of science and engineering, had several 
	core capabilities that set them apart. They were subject-matter experts, thoroughly familiar with programs of the type they were to assess, such as radar, aircraft, ICBMs, or nuclear weapons. They maintained close ties to US industry and its research and development activities. Thus, when looking at new or unfamiliar Soviet programs, they could draw on overall US experience or on relevant Soviet experience and bring insights from US development processes for similar weapons capabilities. 


	In addition, technical analysts were adept at team-research management. Just as it took many collectors to provide data on a specific Soviet system’s characteristics, it took many technical specialists to compile all of the characteristics for a single weapon system. In the case of the Moscow Anti-Ballistic Missile system, for example, dozens of analysts were involved in assessing acquisition and engagement radars, interceptor vehicles, nuclear warheads, launchers, and command and control systems. Analysts 
	-
	-

	The analytical issues addressed by the S&T encompassed the discovery and assessment of hundreds of weapons and technology programs during the course of the Cold War. Many were controversial within the Intelligence Community, as four decades of declassified NIEs illustrate. Here are some examples that give a sense of the variety of the topics and challenges Soviet developments provided OSI and other IC analysts: 
	-

	SS-8: Determining whether it was a new large missile or one smaller than the SS-6. 
	SS-9 MIRV: Determining whether the multiple warheads on the SS-9 could be independently targeted, as well as the implications of a first strike against the US missile deterrent. 
	SS-18 throw-weight: Assessing to what extent the large throw-weight would allow payload fractionation (additional Multiple Independently Targetable Reentry Vehicles MIRVs) without reducing the counter-silo capabilities of a single MIRV. 
	SS-NX-22: Determining the target-discrimination capability, reaction time and effectiveness of an advanced antiship missile intended for use against US surface combatants. 
	Nuclear yields: Assessing the results of weapons tests and correlating the size and yield of the device with a strategic delivery system. 
	SA-5 high-altitude capabilities: Determining whether unusual tests of the SA-5 portended an ABM capability. 
	Range of the Backfire bomber: Determining the extent to which the Backfire presented a threat against the continental US. 
	Alpha-class submarine: Assessing the capabilities of the world’s fastest and deepest diving new submarine. 
	ASW detection technology: Determining the extent to which ship-born acoustic sensors or bottom-laid arrays and their associated signal-processing capabilities would permit the location or tracking of US submarines. 
	Soviet reconnaissance satellites: Determining the resolution capabilities of imaging satellite systems. 
	BMEWS battle management capabilities: Analyzing whether the ballistic missile early warning radars being built on the periphery of the USSR possessed additional, sophisticated capabilities that might facilitate 
	the accelerated deployment of a future ABM system. 
	the accelerated deployment of a future ABM system. 

	Analysts in the S&T were predominately focused on the qualitative aspects of Soviet strategic systems. Using an array of data from diverse technical collectors, human sources, and occasionally open sources, they would derive the capabilities of weapons and model them on computers. In modeling flight vehicles, for example, new data would be incorporated—the telemetry from a flight test or new external characteristics from photography—and the models refined until they conformed as closely to observed test res
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

	The development of the S&T intelligence efforts in OSI and later the DS&T and the DI produced a remarkable change in collection and analysis procedures. CIA gradually developed the organization, capabilities, and talent to identify the intelligence questions that had to be answered, to establish the data essential to answering these questions, to define ways to capture the data, and to process the data so that analysts could have hard facts in helping them resolve the problem at hand. Developing these capab
	-

	Without diminishing the contributions of the National Security Agency, the military services or the national laboratories, two developments that can be credited primarily to CIA’s OSI and DS&T were of seminal importance to the assessment of the Soviet strategic threat. The first is the creation of both airborne imagery collectors and space-based imaging satellites. The second is the art of signals analysis (specifically radar systems emissions and FIS). Both were critical to addressing policymaker questions
	-

	First, the U-2 photography, then satellite imagery provided sufficient breadth of coverage to locate and count Soviet strike forces with relatively high confidence. Data from imaging satellites provided the basic order-of-battle inputs for the calculus of deterrence, the fundamental military strategy used by the United States during the Cold War. As film-return satellite systems were phased out and near-real-time systems introduced, the United States became increasingly confident of its ability to discern m
	Telemetry and performance-measurement analysis is an arcane art form, and nowhere was it practiced more imaginatively than in OSI. It was the most productive of the sources needed to assess the qualitative capabilities of aerospace vehicles. The Soviets never understood the extent to which OSI excelled at this. As a result, from performance data collected on a wide array of flight systems came the analysis of range, fuel utilization, maneuverability, throw weight, MIRV potential, and other answers to the qu
	In general, it can be said that OSI’s contributions in producing intelligence on Soviet technical capabilities and programs came not just in the form of reports on those topics but, more important, in providing leadership in building and operating the range of capabilities that enabled such reporting. Most of the critical questions regarding Soviet systems were answered. CIA contributions were successful enough to enable the negotiation of strategic arms limitations relying heavily on the US Intelligence Co
	-
	-

	CIA/OSI deserves much credit, not only for what it learned about what the Soviets were doing but, perhaps more important, for putting in place a key national asset of integrated scientific and technical intelligence collection and analysis. This is not to imply that CIA’s success was achieved in isolation. It could not have been done without the support and cooperation of the military services, other government agencies, and industry. CIA’s early partnership with the US Air Force was especially important in
	3 Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States: Emergence of the Intelligence Establishment, 1945-1950 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1996), p. 1012. 
	-
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	FootNotES: 
	FootNotES: 
	FootNotES: 
	The term S&T is used when referring to scientific and technical intelligence, or capabilities associated with its collection or analysis, whether CIA’s or elsewhere in the US Intelligence Community. S&T, even at CIA, was accomplished in many organizational elements, not only within what we know as the Directorate of Science and Technology. Many of the CIA’s reports on Soviet S&T capabilities remain classified because sensitive collection methods and analytical techniques could damage current national securi
	[1] 
	-
	-

	01.23.47 
	01.23.47 
	1947 
	09.18.47 


	Scientifc Intelligence Branch created in the Offce of Research and Evaluation/Central Intelligence Group 
	01.01.52 
	01.01.52 
	01.01.52 

	Directorate of Intelligence established 
	1953 

	Soviet Union explodes its frst hydrogen device 
	07.04.56 
	07.04.56 
	07.04.56 


	First U-2 mission over USSR 
	07.21.59 
	07.21.59 
	07.21.59 

	First NIE published on Soviet S&T 
	05.01.60 
	05.01.60 


	Gary Powers U-2 shot down over USSR 
	08.1960 
	08.1960 

	First photo-reconnaissance satellite launched 
	03.08.63 
	03.08.63 
	03.08.63 


	PFIAB recommends top priority for S&T intelligence 
	06.15.63 
	06.15.63 
	06.15.63 


	SCOVILLE resigns; D/OSI WHEELON takes over as DD/R 
	08.05.63 
	08.05.63 
	08.05.63 


	DDS&T formed; WHEELON becomes DD/S&T 
	08.22.63 
	08.22.63 
	08.22.63 


	OSI moved from the DI to DDS&T 
	10.01.63 
	10.01.63 
	10.01.63 


	Don CHAMBERLAIN named D/OSI 
	11.07.63 
	11.07.63 
	11.07.63 


	Carl DUCKETT becomes Deputy Asst Director of OSI for Collection and C/GMAIC 
	11.07.63 
	11.07.63 
	11.07.63 


	FMSAC established in DDS&T; Duckett named Chief, FMSAC 
	06.01.76 
	06.01.76 
	06.01.76 


	Carl Duckett takes medical retirement; Les DIRKS becomes DDS&T 
	Zellmer named ADDS&T Sayre STEVENS becomes DDI 
	11.22.76 
	11.22.76 
	11.22.76 


	OSI and OWI moved back to the DI from the DS&T 
	CIA offcially created 
	CIA offcially created 
	01.01.49 
	01.01.49 


	OSI established; created from the ORE’s SIB and the Nuclear Energy Group/Offce of Special Operations 
	08.28.49 
	08.28.49 
	08.28.49 


	Soviet Union explodes its frst atomic bomb 
	08.08.55 
	08.08.55 
	08.08.55 


	Herbert SCOVILLE named Assistant Director for Scientifc Intelligence (AD/SI) and D/OSI 
	08.01.57 
	08.01.57 
	08.01.57 

	Soviets test their frst ICBM 
	10.04.57 
	10.04.57 

	SPUTNIK-1 launched 
	10.16.64 
	10.16.64 


	China explodes its frst nuclear device 
	09.26.66 
	09.26.66 
	09.26.66 

	WHEELON leaves; Duckett becomes acting DDS&T 
	01.06.75 
	01.06.75 


	Ernest (Zeke) ZELLMER named D/OWI 
	01.12.80 
	01.12.80 
	01.12.80 


	Karl WEBER retires; Herbert ROTHENBERG named acting D/OSI 
	02.25.80 
	02.25.80 
	02.25.80 


	OSWR formed from merger of OSI and OWI; 
	OSI no longer exists after 31 years 
	OSI no longer exists after 31 years 
	11.1988 
	New Headquarters Building opens 

	02.19.62 
	02.19.62 

	Directorate of Research created, SCOVILLE leaves OSI, becomes DD/R 
	06.04.62 
	06.04.62 

	Albert D (‘Bud’) WHEELON 
	becomes AD/SI, D/OSI 
	10.1962 
	Cuban Missile Crisis 
	09.04.73 
	09.04.73 

	OWI formed from merger of FMSAC and OSI/Defensive Systems Division 
	09.20.73 
	09.20.73 

	Karl H. WEBER named Director, OSI 
	OSI TIMELINE 
	OSI TIMELINE 
	09.18.97 
	09.18.97 


	Of the 50 original CIA Trailblazers honored during the CIA's 50th Anniversary celebration, seven were former OSIers:  Bud Wheelon, 
	Carl Duckett, Hank Lowenhaupt, Lloyd Lauderdale, Joseph Castillo,Archie Roy Burks, and Leslie Dirks. 
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